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Tiivistelmä − Referat

Tutkielman tavoitteena on arvioida Emanuel Tovin ehdottamaa teoriaa Septuagintan Jeremian 
kirjan (Jer LXX) kahtiajaosta, jota kirjallisuudessa kutsutaan nimellä “translator-reviser 
theory.” Arviointi suoritetaan tarkastelemalla yhden hepreankielisen sanan käännösvastineita 
Jer LXX:ssa ja soveltamalla Tovin teoriaa tarkastelun tuloksiin. Hepreankielinen sana, jonka 
käännöksiä tarkastellaan, on rRqRv (valhe, valheellisuus). Tovin teoriaa arvioidaan sillä 
perusteella, miten hyvin se selittää Jer LXX:ssa esiintyvät käännösvastineet sanalle rRqRv.

Tutkielma jakaantuu johdantolukuun, kahteen päälukuun ja loppupäätelmiin. Johdantoluku 
esittelee työssä käytettyä tutkimusmetodia ja asianmukaista tutkimushistoriaa. Metodina työssä 
käytetään käännöstekniikan tutkimusta, jota on Septuagintan osalta harjoitettu aiemminkin 
Helsingin yliopistossa. Koska työssä tarkastellaan yhden sanan käännösvastineita, 
käännöstekniikan kvalitatiiviset näkökannat saavat isomman roolin kuin kvantitatiiviset. 
Tutkimuksessa käytetyt kvalitatiiviset näkökannat ovat käännösvastineiden johdonmukaisuus 
(lexical consistency), käännösvastineiden sopivuus (lexical adequacy) ja käännösvastineiden 
semanttinen merkitys (meaning).

1900-luvulla useat tutkijat kiinnittivät huomiota Jer LXX:n kahden puoliskon eriäviin 
käännösvastineisiin. Useiden eriävien käännösvastineiden liitoskohta on Jer LXX:n luku 29. 
Vuonna 1976 Tov julkaisi oman selityksensä käännösvastineiden eroille, jonka mukaan Jer 
LXX:n luvut 1–28 sisältävät Jeremian kirjan alkuperäisen käännöksen, kun taas luvut 29–52 
sisältävät käännöksestä myöhemmin tehdyn revision. Eriävät käännösvastineet johtuvat 
reviisorin tekemistä muutoksista alkuperäisen käännöksen sanavalintoihin. Alkuperäisen 
käännöksen alkupuoli ja revision loppupuoli ovat sattumalta joutuneet yhteen.

Sanan rRqRv käännösvastineet Jer LXX:ssa ovat pääasiassa nominit yeuvdoß ja yeudh¿ß, sekä 
adjektiivi a‡dikoß. Yeuvdoß tai yeudh¿ß on vastineena 27 kertaa, ja a‡dikoß 9 kertaa. Analyysissä 
tarkastellaan jokaisen käännösvastineen asiayhteyttä ja kieliopillista muotoa. rRqRv ja sen 
käännösvastineet esiintyvät Jeremian kirjassa useimmiten profetian asiayhteydessä, jossa 
Jerusalemin profeettoja syytetään valheellisesta profetoimisesta. Muita merkittäviä yhteyksiä, 
joissa sanoja käytetään, ovat muun muassa väärän valan vannominen, epäjumalanpalveluksen 
tuomitseminen ja lähimmäisen kohtelu.

Tutkimuksen tuloksena on, että Tovin kääntäjä-reviisori -teoria selittää hyvin sanan rRqRv eriävät 
käännösvastineet Jer LXX:ssa. Käännösvastineisiin soveltuu erityisesti Tovin mainitsema 
revision piirre, jonka mukaan reviisori pyrki korvaamaan omasta mielestään epätyydyttäviä 
käännöksiä vastineilla, jotka ilmaisevat hepreankielisen tekstin merkityksen paremmin.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Intention and Purpose
Since the 19th century, differences between renditions in the two halves of the 

Septuagint translation of the book of Jeremiah (Jer LXX) have caused scholars to 

question the unity of the translation. For most of the 20th century, Henry St. John 

Thackeray’s multiple-translator theory of Jer LXX was considered a feasible 

solution to the phenomenon. However, since 1967, Emanuel Tov’s translator-

reviser theory has become more popular, due to its consideration of renditions 

common to both halves of the translation. As of late, only a few challenges against  

Tov’s theory have been presented, but none with superseding effects.

The term rRqRv, “breach of faith,” “lie,” occurs frequently in the book of 

Jeremiah (Jer), both in the first and second halves of the book. It is translated 

mainly by two terms in Jer LXX: on the one hand by the noun yeuvdoß, “a lie,” 

“falsehood,” or the related adjective yeudh/ß, “lying,” “false,” “untrue,” and on 

the other hand by the adjective a‡dikoß, “wrongdoing,” “unrighteous,” “unjust.” 

Both translations occur in both halves of Jer LXX. Because rRqRv and its 

translations are not included in Tov’s published research on the differences 

between the two halves of Jer LXX, they present a good opportunity to evaluate 

Tov’s theory.

The intention of this thesis is to describe the translations of rRqRv in Jer LXX, 

both contextually and syntactically, and to evaluate the applicability of Tov’s 

theory to the distribution of these translations within the two halves of Jer LXX. 

The purpose is to determine whether Tov’s translator-reviser theory is a viable 

explanation for the distribution of the translations of rRqRv between the two halves 

of the book.

The introduction continues by presenting the sources of the text of Jer and 

the methodology to be used in this study. This is followed by a brief survey of the 

history of research in the text of Jer and in the Greek text of Jer, at which point the 

translator-reviser theory is introduced more thoroughly together with a few of its 

criticisms. Chapter two contains a description of the translations of rRqRv in Jer 

LXX, first introducing each equivalent, then presenting the contexts in which they 

occur, and finally describing the syntactical employment of the equivalents. 

1



Finally, chapter three evaluates Tov’s translator-revisor theory on the basis of the 

research presented in chapter two. The conclusions of this thesis are presented in 

chapter four.

1.2 Sources and Literature
The sources for Jeremiah introduced here are the Hebrew sources and those of the 

ancient versions. The largest group of manuscripts among the Hebrew sources are 

those that represent the Masoretic Text (MT). According to Tov, in these 

manuscripts the nature of the text of Jer does not fundamentally differ from the 

nature of the text in other biblical books, and all these manuscripts belong to one 

family, whose texts show only minor differences from each other. This group 

contains Masoretic fragments discovered at the Cairo Genizah and also later 

manuscripts, both vocalized and unvocalized.1 The fragments from the Cairo 

Genizah are from the sixth through the eighth centuries C.E., and later 

manuscripts are from the middle ages, beginning in the ninth century C.E.2  In this 

study the MT is represented by the fifth edition of Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia, 

which was published by the Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft in 1997.

The other major source among the Hebrew texts is the Qumran scrolls: 

2QJer, 4QJera, 4QJerb and 4QJerc.3 These scrolls contain only fragments from 

different chapters of the text, and apart from 4QJerb they mainly correspond to the 

MT. 4QJerb, which contains fragments from four separate chapters,4 agrees with 

the reconstructed Vorlage of the Septuagint (LXX) in its two major features of 

difference from the MT, which are the length and arrangement of the text. Tov 

stresses that these two characteristics are recognizable “beyond doubt,” despite 

the small size of the fragments. 4QJerb is not, however, identical to the Vorlage of 

the LXX. Tov claims that in five details it agrees with the MT against the LXX 

Vorlage and that it contains some unique readings. 4QJerb has been dated to the 
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1 Tov 1981, 145.

2 Würthwein 1979, 12–13.

3 Tov 1981, 145–147. 2QJer is published in “DJD III. Éd. par M. Baillet, J.T. Milik, and R. de 
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XV. Ed. by Emanuel Tov. Oxford: Clarendon Press 1997,” pp. 145–207.

4 These chapters are contained in three fragments (4QJerb, 4QJerd and 4QJere), which are described 
in Tov 1992. Together these three fragments have commonly been denoted by the siglum “4QJerb”. 
This practice is adopted in this study also. Tov gives an evaluation as to whether these three 
fragments belong to the same scroll.



Hasmonean period, circa 140–63 B.C.E., 4QJera to 200 B.C.E. and 2QJer to the 

first century C.E.5

The main versions that were translated from the Hebrew text are the 

Septuagint (LXX), Vulgate, Peshitta and Targum. For the most part, in Jer, the 

Vulgate, Peshitta and Targum are in accord with the MT, with only occasional and 

minor deviations.6 On the other hand, the differences in detail between Jer MT 

and Jer LXX are more larger in nature. The order of the text is different and Jer 

LXX is commonly estimated to be circa 2700 words shorter than Jer MT.7 

Appealing to the translation technique of Jer, which is said to be relatively literal, 

scholars usually conclude that the translator did not abridge his Vorlage, but was 

faithful to it in his translation. This would mean that Jer LXX is the translation of 

a shorter Hebrew text than Jer MT.8

The LXX translations of the books of the Prophets is believed to have 

occurred no earlier than the mid-second century BCE.9 The most significant 

textual witnesses of the LXX are a few papyri dating between the second century 

B.C.E. and the second century C.E., including the Rylands Greek Papyrus 458 and 

Papyrus Fouad 266, and the important manuscripts of the fourth and fifth 

centuries C.E., including the codices Sinaiticus and Vaticanus. Later manuscripts 

are also important in that they may witness to earlier manuscript traditions.10 This 

study uses the critical edition of Jer LXX, which has been edited by Joseph 

Ziegler and published as vol. 15 of the Göttingen series.

The main piece of secondary literature used for this study is “The 

Septuagint Translation of Jeremiah and Baruch: A Discussion of an Early 

Revision of the LXX of Jeremiah 29–52 and Baruch 1:1–3:8.” This monograph 

was written by Tov and published in 1967 by Scholars Press. It is the eighth 

volume in the Harvard Semitic Monographs -series. It has been used here for the 
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6 McKane 1986, xvi.

7 Carroll 1986, 50. These differences are described in more detail in section 1.4.

8 Tov 1981, 148.

9 Dines 2004, 46.

10 Würthwein 1979, 68–70.



purposes of acquaintance with the translator-reviser theory and of evaluating this 

theory.

1.3 Methodology

1.3.1 Translation Technique

Introduction
As a term for a methodology, “translation technique” requires further definition. 

This section defines the meaning and aim of translation technique for the purposes 

of this study by reviewing how the term has been used in former research, and by 

discussing more recent opinions on the matter. This is followed by a presentation 

of some of the issues and aspects involved in applying translation technique to the 

study of the LXX.

A Review of the use of Translation Technique
In an 1987 article titled “The Nature and Study of the Translation Technique of 

the LXX in the Past and Present,” Tov gives an account of the study of translation 

technique in modern times. According to Tov, in the past, the topic of translation 

technique has not been given the attention that it requires, and that thorough 

research on the translation technique of the LXX has only been conducted in the 

last few decades. As a result, Tov claims that the study of what translation 

technique actually means has not been the subject of scholarly debate, and its 

definition is therefore unclear. This review follows Tov’s account.11

The first two significant contributions to advance the study of translation 

technique both appeared in 1841, one by Heinrich Wilhelm J. Thiersch and one by 

Zecharias Frankel.12 Thiersch’s study was the first to discuss translation technique 

in the sense of taking sufficient account of the Hebrew source text as evidence for 

the idiosyncrasies in the language of the LXX. Frankel’s study analyzes the way 

the translators understood the different parts of the Hebrew language in an attempt 

to understand their Übersetzungsweise. Both works are brief and discuss the use 

of grammatical categories in the LXX, such as nouns, verbs and particles. Tov 

concludes that their remarks are “haphazard,” based on little evidence, and 
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12 H. W. J. Thiersch, “De Pentateuchi versione alexandrina libri tres,” Erlangen, 1841; Z. Frankel, 
“Vorstudien zu der Septuaginta,” Leipzig, 1841.



provide few examples. Nevertheless, these two works provided later researchers 

with a direction of study and categories with which to conduct their study.13

The next generations that used the study of translation technique often 

employed it to discern the translators’ degree of adherence to their Hebrew 

Vorlage. Interest in this aspect of the LXX language developed mainly among 

New Testament scholars who realized that an understanding of the hebraisms in 

the LXX might serve the study of semitisms in the New Testament. Works in 

which the language of the LXX was researched in view of New Testament Greek 

include a study by Joseph Viteau, a four volume Grammar of New Testament 

Greek by Moulton, Howard and Turner, and a study by M. Johannessohn.14

Interest in the hebraisms of the LXX language also fueled studies of the 

LXX in its own right. Thackeray, in the introductory chapter to his grammar on 

LXX Greek, devotes nearly 30 pages to “The Semitic Element in LXX Greek.”15 

R. Helbing’s 1928 study contributed much to the analysis of translation technique 

by analyzing in great detail the Greek cases and prepositions which the LXX uses 

with verbs.16 Helbing’s study reveals how, as a reflection of the underlying 

Hebrew, new Greek constructions were created that had previously not been used.

According to Tov, interest in translation technique itself began to emerge 

only in the few decades prior to the publication of his article in 1987. In the 

appendix, Tov provides a list of studies that have collected and analyzed data on 

different linguistic phenomena in the LXX, and he has arranged these studies 

accordingly. These studies, he asserts, provide building blocks “for conclusions on 

more general matters.” The works of Ilmari Soisalon-Soininen, Raija Sollamo and 

Anneli Aejmelaeus, which cover a variety of syntactical phenomena in the LXX, 

and which provide significant statistical data, are considered by Tov to comprise 

the greatest contribution to the study of translation technique. A number of their 

works are listed in Tov’s appendix as well.
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13 Tov 1987, 343–344.

14 J. Viteau, “Etude sur le grec du Nouveau Testament comaré avec celui des Septante. Sujet, 
complément et attribut,” Paris, 1896; J. H. Moulton, W. F. Howard and N. Turner, “A Grammar of 
New Testament Greek,” 4 vols. 1906–1976; M. Johannessohn, “Das biblische kai egeneto und 
seine Geschichte,” Sprachforschung 53 (1926). pp. 161–212.

15 Thackeray 1909, 25–55.

16 R. Helbing, “Die Kasussyntax der Verba bei den Septuaginta. Ein Beitrag zur Hebraismenfrage 
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The Definition of Translation Technique
In his article on the nature and study of translation technique, Tov proposes a 

definition of translation technique that reflects the way the term has been used:

What is translation technique? In the professional literature that term has become a 
terminus technicus denoting the special techniques used by translators when 
transferring the message of the source language into the target language. This 
includes the choice of equivalents, the amount of adherence to the Hebrew text, the 
equivalence of Greek and Hebrew grammatical categories and etymological exegesis. 
It also refers to some of the conditions under which the translation was written and 
about which information is included in the translation itself: cooperation between 
translators and use of earlier translations.17

Tov’s definition reflects the state of the debate as it was in 1987, while later 

discussion in scholarly literature has served to focus and delineate the meaning of 

translation technique more precisely.

In her collection of articles “On the Trail of the Septuagint Translators,” 

Aejmelaeus posits that the crucial factor for determining the meaning of 

translation technique is whether one regards translation technique as an object of 

study or as a question of method. When translation technique is regarded as an 

object of study, it is implied that it is possible to discover and describe a technique 

or method of translation that the translators used in their translations.18 

Aejmelaeus sees certain problems involved in such an approach.

The notion of translation technique as an object of study partly stems from 

modern translational analysis, which places much emphasis on the polarization of 

“formal equivalence” and “dynamic equivalence” to depict different attitudes 

towards translating. With such categories in mind, modern researchers are inclined 

to describe the results of the LXX translators’ work as rather formal, and they are 

inspired by studies that attempt to collect and measure evidence of different 

aspects of the translators’ literalness.19 The aspects of literalness, in the LXX for 

example, are well delineated by James Barr in “The Typology of Literalism in 

ancient biblical translations,” but however valid these aspects may be in 

describing the translations in the LXX, Aejmelaeus maintains that an inquiry into 

the general intentions of the translators would reveal an orientation more in tune 

with dynamic equivalence.
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Literalism in the LXX is not the manifestation of a “literalist policy,” but 

rather the result of a “simple means of working,” or “easy technique,” which 

saved the translators time and effort.20 Measuring each book’s degree of 

literalness by producing percentages can be beneficial in comparing one book 

with another, but there is no ideal percentage to which the translators can be 

objectively compared. In addition, Aejmelaeus notes that literalness should not be 

mistaken for faithfulness to the meaning of the Vorlage. A good free rendering 

might render the meaning of the text more faithfully than a rigorously literal 

rendering.21

Rather than attempting to characterize the translations as formally or 

dynamically equivalent, Aejmelaeus proposes that the point of departure for 

translation technical studies should be “a general understanding of the problems 

of translation and an understanding of the way these translators in particular 

proceeded in their work.”22 For the LXX translators, a main problem was no 

doubt caused by the different characteristics between the source and the target 

languages, especially regarding syntactical structures. This problem created a 

conflict between rendering the meaning of the Vorlage in idiomatic Greek and 

following the Vorlage as closely as possible. Different resolutions to this conflict 

resulted in different types of renderings, free and literal.23

From this viewpoint, translation technique is to be thought of as a method 

rather than an object of study. It is “a collective name for all the different 

renderings used by a translator,” and it designates “the relationship between the 

text of the translation and its Vorlage.”24 Translation technique is a method to 

describe the translation itself and the process which led the translator from his 

Vorlage to his translation. As such, it is beneficial in taking into account all the 

factors involved in translation and in explaining the different linguistic 

phenomena that occur in the translations.25
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25 Aejmelaeus 2007, xv.



The Relevance of Translation Technique
The results of the method of translation technique may be applied in two ways. 

First, they may be applied to studies that attempt to profile the translation itself, 

and second, they may be used in other areas of study which necessitate a 

knowledge of translation technique.26

In its own right, translation technique provides information about the nature 

of the translation and the process of translation. These include the working habits, 

conditions, and abilities of the translators. For this purpose it is important to take 

note of even the smallest details in the text, because every aspect of the text is 

valuable for the construction of the portrait of the translator.27

Other areas of study to which translation technique contributes are the study  

of grammar, lexicography, and especially textual criticism, both of the LXX and 

of the Hebrew Bible. Aejmelaeus even suggests that translation technique, textual 

criticism of the LXX, and the use of the LXX for the textual criticism of the 

Hebrew Bible are “mutually dependent fields of study,” all revolving around the 

text of the LXX and each contributing to the advancement of the other two. 

Establishing the Old Greek text (OG) of the LXX is paramount, but to do so one 

must employ translation technique and an understanding of the Vorlage in order to 

evaluate the different manuscript readings. Translation technique itself works with 

the texts of the LXX and the Hebrew Bible. Using the LXX Vorlage for textual 

criticism of the Hebrew Bible is only possible with the support of the other two 

fields of study.28

The Application of Translation Technique
Translation technique of the LXX begins with the text of the LXX, for which a 

critical edition has been produced for most of the books. Variation between the 

manuscripts of the LXX mostly adheres to certain tendencies, by which text 

critics are able to determine to a certain degree the earliest attainable text. These 

tendencies refer to scribal errors, intentional changes, and translator-specific 
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characteristics. Translator-specific characteristics are identified by the study of 

translation technique.29

As mentioned above, a point of departure for studying the translation 

technique of the LXX is an understanding of the problems involved in translation 

and how the LXX translators went about their work. Barr, while discussing the 

evaluation of LXX texts as literal or free translations, makes a statement along 

these lines. He explains that in addition to pairing readings in different languages, 

a scholar must also decipher the meaning of the readings and “discern the 

semantic path that led from the one to the other.”30 Aejmelaeus presents a similar 

idea in her discussion on textual criticism, that it is important to determine what 

has happened, in other words, how has a change in the text occurred and who is 

its perpetrator.31 These questions might equally be applied in determining the 

work process of the translator from his Vorlage to his translation.

To discern the path of the translator is to unravel the decision making 

process, whether conscious or unconscious, that the translator went through to 

arrive at his translation. Most scholars agree that transferring the meaning of a 

Hebrew text into Greek presents linguistic difficulties that force the translator to 

make decisions about lexical and grammatical representation.32 The two 

languages, one Semitic and the other Indo-European, are incongruent. In the 

introduction to his “Notes on the Greek Text of Exodus,” John Wevers provides an 

explanatory list of the morphological differences between Hebrew and Greek 

nouns and verbs.33 The materials that the study of translation technique uses are 

the linguistic phenomena evident in the translation process of the translator. How 

does the translation correspond to its Vorlage in grammatical and lexical 

categories, such as language structure, syntax, declension and conjugation? The 

description of a translation necessitates close attention to linguistic details.34
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Takamitsu Muraoka explains how in modern times much investigation of 

the translation technique of the LXX has focused on the character of the 

translations in terms of free, idiomatic renderings, and literal, slavish renderings. 

One reason for the popularity of this type of approach is its suitability for 

presenting objective data through statistical analysis and frequency count. 

However, not all aspects of translation technique can be presented in such a way. 

Muraoka stresses the importance of style, the art or aesthetics of translation, and 

the subtleties of exegesis as other factors to be taken into account when 

considering translation technique.35

Barr lists six modes of difference between more literal and less literal 

renderings of a Hebrew text:

1. The division into elements or segments, and the sequence in which these elements 
are represented.
2. The quantitative addition or subtraction of elements.
3. Consistency or non-consistency in the rendering [...]
4. Accuracy and level of semantic information, especially in cases of metaphor and 
idiom.
5. Coded “etymological” indication of formal/semantic relationships obtaining in the 
vocabulary of the original language.
6. Level of text and level of analysis. 36

Aejmelaeus considers these modes of evaluating literalness and freedom to be 

very helpful. She further proposes that when identifying criteria by which to 

characterize a translation, one should distinguish two poles, between which all the 

criteria can be placed. These poles are quantitative and qualitative aspects of 

literalness and freedom.37 The quantitative aspects, referring to aspects of the 

structure of the text, roughly include modes 1. and 2. from Barr’s list, and 

qualitative aspects, which refer to aspects of meaning in the text, roughly include 

modes 3. through 6. from Barr’s list.

To describe a translation, one must look at the details of the text in 

correspondence with its Vorlage and collect the relevant data for any particular 

study. The data may be collected based on the categories set out by Barr, but as 

Muraoka has pointed out, there are also other factors to be found within a 

translation. On should also not be too quick to label a text as either “free” or 

“literal,” for Barr goes on to show that although a translation may be considered 
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“literal” in one aspect or category, it can very well be “free” with regard to 

another category.38

Once the necessary data has been collected and analyzed it is possible to 

proceed to describe the translation and certain characteristics about the translator. 

The description will depict the various factors involved in the translation process 

and explain the linguistic phenomena found in the translation. It will describe both 

the translator’s normal mode of translating and his special achievements. Such a 

description will produce a picture of the skill and competence of the translator and 

reveal some aspects of the translation process. Comparisons with the work of 

other translators will compliment the evaluation by revealing similarities and 

differences between them.39

1.3.2 Lexical Consistency, Adequacy and Meaning

Introduction
The nature of the current study singles out certain aspects of translation technique 

discussed above as more relevant than others. Consistency in lexical equivalence 

and adequacy of lexical choices are two aspects of translation technique that are 

necessary to consider when surveying the renderings in the LXX. In addition, 

since these aspects are considered to be qualitative in nature, a discussion is 

included about how the meaning of words in the LXX should be derived.

Consistency in Lexical Equivalence
Lexical consistency,40 one of Barr’s modes of difference between free and literal 

translations, is an important aspect in characterizing the translation technique of 

the LXX translators. It even seems to be a defining characteristic of the LXX 

language as a whole.41 Choosing lexical equivalents was one of the major 

decisions that the translators had to make. Many words in the Hebrew Bible 

received very consistent translation equivalents, and each equivalent can be said 

to have its own degree of consistency.
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Studies in lexical consistency have been used in research on the theology of 

the translators and in determining differences between them.42 The latter approach 

has especially lead to the classification of translations and translators with regard 

to their translation abilities and techniques. When determining the technique of a 

translation as either literal or free, a study on lexical consistency would seem at 

first to be an easy method to use to get substantial results. A sure sign of literality 

is thought to be a deliberate aim at increased regularity in translation equivalents, 

a phenomenon that Barr proposes to call “stereotyping,”43 though scholars tend to 

agree that an exact definition of a stereotyped rendering is difficult to determine.44

However, when renderings are examined in the contexts in which they 

occur, it becomes obvious that the relationship between consistent renderings and 

a literal approach to translation is not that straightforward after all.45 Galen 

Marquis points out that “the choice of a lexical equivalent [...] is bound up with 

factors much more complex than the simple order of words in the source and the 

flexibility of the translation language in regard to word order.”46 

A high degree of consistency in a rendering does not automatically indicate 

a stereotyped rendering. High degrees of consistency, especially among nouns, are 

to be expected, simply because a particular word was the suitable and most natural 

rendering for its Hebrew counterpart.47 Renderings for words like Mlwo, tyrb or 

ba could be used repeatedly without causing any strain on the target language and 

without a deliberate tendency to increase consistency.48 The use of an adequate, 

consistent rendering does not require the adoption of a stereotyping policy.

Barr is quick to point out that variation, the departure from a consistent 

rendering, is also not necessarily a sign of translation policy, but is rather more 

often the result of “inconsequence or carelessness.” When variety in a rendering 
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occurs, it is difficult to know whether the translator intended to use variation or 

whether he even noticed it at all.49

Variation, however, can also be the result of certain conditioning factors, 

which, when they occur, cause the translator to use different renderings. Martha 

Wade has studied the renderings in Ex 11–13 and found conditioning factors for 

both nouns and verbs. These include semantic considerations, grammatical forms 

and structures, and idiomatic phrases.50 Naturally, polysemic and homonymous 

words also give reason to consider variation.

A translator’s sensitivity to conditioning factors indicates their consideration 

of context in the rendering of words. Consideration of context would naturally 

lead the translator to use a rendering more in tune with the meaning prescribed to 

the source-word by its context, regardless of whether the rendering is a frequent or 

rare rendering. On the other hand, if the translator ignores such considerations and 

his rendering focuses only on the word in question, it is likely that he would use a 

general, fixed rendering of the word. It is this second type of attitude toward 

translation that produces stereotyped renderings.51 When stereotyped renderings 

are used, their effect on the Greek words should be noted. The meaning of the 

Hebrew word might not always adequately suit the Greek word, thus forming un-

Greek elements in the translation, which are often called “hebraisms.”52

Regarding free and literal translations, therefore, lexical consistency is not 

such a straightforward criterion. Though a rendering might seem to be formally 

literal, it could be off the mark semantically, and therefore appear as a free 

translation. For this reason Staffan Olofsson has compiled a list of “factors that 

affect the possibility to employ consistency as a sign of literality:”

1. The semantic range of the Hebrew word.
2. The resources and the demands of the target language.
3. The genre and other characteristics of the Hebrew text.
4. The frequency of the Hebrew word.
5. The translator’s knowledge of Hebrew.
6. The units on which the translation is based, viz word, phrase or sentence53
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Barr also encourages caution when using consistent renderings to determine 

literalness, but he goes on to identify four different tendencies of lexical 

consistency in ancient biblical translations. The first tendency, likely that of the 

first translators of the LXX, did not include a deliberate attempt to produce 

constant equivalences. Nevertheless, a high degree of lexical consistency is still to 

be found in these translations, probably due to practical reasons. A second 

tendency, identified with revisions and later translations, shows an increased 

desire for accuracy in translation, and may be considered to employ stereotyped 

renderings. A third tendency is called “the imitative style of translation,” which 

attempts to produce in Greek the form of the Hebrew, not necessarily its sense. 

Barr assigns this tendency to later revisions of the LXX, such as Aquila. The 

fourth possibility is a tendency to vary the equivalents.54

Adequacy of Lexical Choices
The study of the adequacy of lexical choices is concerned with how well the 

translation equivalent represents the semantic meaning of the source word. The 

two terms under question, the source word and its translation, are not likely to 

have the exact same range of meaning. The first might have a wider range of 

meaning than the other, or vice versa. In such cases there are often two levels of 

text to be considered, the first being the literal meaning of the word, its 

significance as a single linguistic unit, while the second is “the more ultimate 

significance, the quality of reality that is actually being spoken about,” as Barr 

explains it,55 which is to be derived from context.

Deviations from the actual meanings of the source text, which are to be 

found in the LXX, can be caused by different phenomena. These include the use 

of metaphor or anthropomorphism in the source text, exegetical interpretation on 

the part of the translator, careless translation, or the contentment that an 

approximate rendering would suit just as well as an exact one.56

Careless and inaccurate renderings, however, could have given cause to 

dispute over the meaning of the text, which in turn might have helped trigger the 

development among ancient biblical translations toward more consistent 
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renderings. The desire for more accuracy in all the renderings of the text might be 

a reason for a high degree of consistency in lexical equivalence.

Meaning
The difficulty in describing the meanings of words in ancient translations, Tov 

argues, is that it is not possible to consult informants, and that the language of the 

translations is often unnatural.57 The task of determining the meaning of words in 

the LXX is further complicated by the different ways in which meaning could be 

employed by the translators. In addition to the basic, lexical meaning of words, 

they could have used contextual meanings, referential meanings, exegetical 

interpretation, and even the actualization of prophecies.58 With these difficulties in 

mind, how does one go about defining the meaning of words in the LXX?

Scholarly debate on the issue of meaning in the LXX usually revolves 

around three factors: the Greek text itself, the intention of the translator, and the 

text of the Vorlage. Which of these should carry more weight for determining 

meaning? This configuration stems from the literalistic characterization ascribed 

to the LXX, which Tov has termed as “un-Greek.” Should the meanings of the 

words be derived by a comparison to the source text, as a literal translation would 

seem to suggest, or should the actual reality being referred to, the ultimate 

significance of the words in their context, be evoked?

Between the meaning intended by the translator and different meanings 

applied after the completion of the translation, Tov argues, from a lexicographer’s 

viewpoint, that the meaning intended by the translator takes priority.59 When the 

question is between understanding the LXX text in its own right or referring back 

to the Vorlage or the intention of the translator, Aejmelaeus, Muraoka and Tov all 

conclude that the meaning should primarily be read from the translation, the 

Greek text should be allowed to speak for itself, and the words should be 

explained according to their context.60 Only when the Greek text does not make 
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sense, or where a clear mistake has been made by the translator, it is necessary to 

try to discern the intention of the translator to understand the meaning.61

But how is it possible to discover the intentions of the translator? Muraoka 

analyzes this and subdivides the translators’ intentions into a broader sense and a 

narrower sense, both of which he describes in relation to the meaning of words. In 

the narrow sense, intent refers to the way the translators conveyed their 

understanding of the Vorlage. Though it would be desirable to recover the 

translators’ intended meanings of the words in the LXX, Muraoka points out a 

couple of complications in determining the translators’ intent. First, when trying 

to infer meaning from the Vorlage, it becomes easy to fall into a circular 

argument, because the LXX is the basis for much of the current knowledge about 

biblical Hebrew vocabulary. Even if the identity of the MT and the LXX Vorlage 

were certain, the translator’s understanding of the Hebrew and the intention of his 

translation might be unclear. Second, one ought to be aware not to allow one’s 

understanding of a Greek word to affect how the relation between the Greek and 

the Hebrew is understood. In this respect, the meanings of words can change over 

time, and a later meaning of a certain word might not hold true for earlier uses of 

that word.62

In the broader sense, the question of intention pertains to the translator’s 

reasons in translating his Vorlage in the first place. Muraoka contemplates a 

suggestion by Tov, according to which some Greek words, which are stereotyped 

translation equivalents, are mere symbols of their Hebrew hyponyms. Such 

stereotyped renderings may allude to a possibility of “a message encoded in secret 

cyphers which only those conversant in both Hebrew and Greek are capable of 

decoding,” but Muraoka is assured, for the most part, that the translators intended 

the LXX to be read as a Greek document. This intention, he says, approximates 

with what the reader may understand from the Greek, without referring to the 

Hebrew.63

Stereotyped renderings, Hebraisms, create the impression of a literalistic 

translation. They are an important part of the special features of LXX Greek. With 
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regard to the meaning of stereotyped renderings, Tov describes the problem by 

explaining how the translators used the same renderings for Hebrew words even 

when the range of meaning of the Hebrew word was not adequate to the range of 

meaning of the Greek word. Such renderings do not function properly as they 

would in an ordinary Greek text.64 

J.A.L. Lee draws three points from these considerations. First, the rendering 

is equated with the Hebrew word in a mechanical fashion, and could be 

considered only a symbol for the Hebrew word. Second, stereotyped renderings 

do not give an indication whether the translator had in mind any definable 

meaning intended for them. Third, the Greek word should not be given a new 

meaning simply because it is being used as a stereotyped rendering.65 In addition, 

Lee observes that based on a stereotyped rendering, we can in no way determine 

how the translator understood the meaning of the Hebrew word he was 

translating, whether he comprehended it accurately or inaccurately. It follows that 

in such cases it might not be possible to know the intention of the translator.66

Aejmelaeus concludes that in cases of set equivalences, the translator did 

not consider the suitability of the rendering for each individual case. Therefore 

one could say that “the more frequent a rendering, the less intention there is to it.” 

Hebraisms and un-Greek expressions are the result of the “easy technique” of 

translating, without considering the suitability to the context and without 

intention. The intention of the translator in such cases is not a good guide to the 

meaning of the renderings.67

In general, it is possible to say that when the translator had an intention of 

his own, it is evident in the rendering. If asked about their intentions, Aejmelaeus 

writes, the translators “would probably refer to the desperate need of the Greek-

speaking Jewish congregation to be able to understand the Holy Scriptures and 

express as their aim to render the contents or the meaning of the Hebrew text into 

Greek.”68 Accordingly, in contrast to modern translation methods and theories, the 
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guiding principle of the LXX translators seems to have been their own 

understanding of the original Vorlage, though it is doubtful they themselves were 

aware of such a principle. Based on this kind of translation method, it becomes 

clear that the intentions of the translators were focused on the meaning of the 

Vorlage, and therefore their purpose was to express the same meaning in their 

translations. The variety of ways used to translate the different books in the LXX 

may be explained by the different ways meaning was understood and transmitted 

by the translators.69

1.4 The Text of Jeremiah

Introduction
According to Martti Nissinen, one of the main questions in the study of Jer is the 

relationship between Jer MT and Jer LXX.70 A significant turning point in the 

evaluation of this relationship occurred as a result of the discovery of the Dead 

Sea Scrolls. Before the Qumran scrolls were found, the text of Jer LXX was 

readily considered secondary.71 The MT was generally considered to be preferable 

to other textual traditions, and Jer LXX was often deemed useful only for the 

correction of MT readings that seemed problematic or corrupt.72

From Qumran, two fragments were discovered which reflect the Hebrew 

Vorlage from which Jer LXX was translated, both in the small details and the 

larger differences that characterize the relationship between Jer MT and Jer 

LXX.73 These fragments support LXX readings that were often thought to be the 

result of abridgment, accident, or free translation, but which now must be 

seriously considered as Hebrew variants to Jer MT.74

The inner developments of the Greek text of Jer have also been an issue of 

debate, as certain lexical differences between the first and second halves of Jer 

LXX have been observed. This section provides a look at the differences between 
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Jer MT and Jer LXX and a brief history of research on the relationship between 

them, centered mainly around the effects that the Qumran fragments have had on 

the research. It concludes with a brief history of research on the Greek text of Jer, 

followed by a more in-depth look at Tov’s translator-reviser theory of Jer LXX 

together with an presentation of the criticism it has received.

Differences between Jer MT and Jer LXX
The most significant issue concerning the text of Jer is the difference between Jer 

MT and Jer LXX. According to Robert Carroll, it is usually the case that the 

Greek translation of the Hebrew text of a biblical book is expansionistic, but in 

the case of Jer the LXX is significantly shorter than the MT.75 Various scholars 

estimate that the text of Jer LXX is about 1/7 or 1/8 shorter than Jer MT.76 The 

other notable difference between the two texts is the arrangement of the material, 

particularly the location and order of the oracles against the foreign nations. The 

following description of the different arrangement of the texts and the differences 

in the length of the texts largely follows Tov’s presentation of these differences.77

There are not very many differences between Jer MT and Jer LXX with 

regard to the arrangement of the text. In the MT, the oracles against the foreign 

nations occur in chapters 46–51, and the order of the oracles addressed to each 

nation from the first to the last is Egypt, the Philistines, Moab, the Ammonites, 

Edom, Damascus, Kedar and the kingdoms of Hazor, Elam, and Babylon. In the 

LXX, the oracles are located immediately after 25:13, and their order is Elam, 

Egypt, Babylon, the Philistines, Edom, the Ammonites, Kedar and the kingdoms 

of Hazor, Damascus, and Moab. Other differences in the arrangement of the two 

texts are the following: the first ten verses of chapter 10 occur in the LXX in the 

sequence 1–4, 5a, 9 and 5b. 10:6, 7, 8 and 10 are pluses in the MT. In chapter 23, 
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the LXX locates verses 7 and 8 at the end of the chapter, and in chapter 31, the 

LXX rearranges verses 35–37 into the sequence 37, 35 and 36.78

Most of the MT pluses are related to each other in character in one way or 

another. Tov has arranged these pluses, and certain differences in content, into 

three categories: editorial aspects, exegetical aspects, and further characteristics. 

Each of these categories include several different characteristic pluses. 

Tov’s first category, editorial aspects among the MT pluses, includes the 

addition of headings to prophecies, the repetition of sections, the addition of new 

verses and sections, the addition of new details, and changes in content.79 The 

MT contains several headings to prophecies that are not included in the LXX, for 

example, 2:1–2a(-) and 27:1(-). In some cases where the LXX does have a short 

heading to a prophecy, the heading in the MT is expanded and includes more 

information,  7:1–2 and 47(29):1 for example.

The repetition of sections of a few verses occurs several times in the LXX. 

The MT contains these duplicate passages, but it also has additional doublets 

whose duplicated elements are not found in the LXX. Examples include 8:10b–12

(-), which is a duplicate of 6:13–15, and 30:10–11(-), which is a duplicate of 46

(26):27–28.

The MT has additional verses and sections compared to the LXX. Tov 

points out that these occur in all three major strata into which Jer has traditionally 

been divided, namely poetry (A), biographical prose (B) and the deuteronomistic 

sections (C).80 These include 33:14–26(-), which is the longest MT section absent 

from the LXX, 39:4–13(-) and 27:17(-).

By the addition of new details, Tov means certain elements of data that 

cannot be derived from context. For example, the MT plus in 25(32):26 mentions 
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that the king of Sheshach81 will drink of the cup of wrath. The names of the 

fathers of Ahab and Zedekiah are not mentioned in the LXX as they are in the 

MT in 29(36):21. Only in Jer MT is Baruch called “the scribe” (36[43]:26 and 

32). An example of the final phenomenon in this category, differences in the 

contents of the MT and the LXX, is visible in 38(45):9, where, according to the 

LXX, Ebed-melech blames the king for acting wickedly, while in the MT blame is 

placed on a third party of men.

Tov’s second category, exegetical aspects among the MT pluses, contains 

harmonizing additions, contextual exegesis, and amplified formulas. In Tov’s 

view, this category shows how the editor of Jer MT clarifies details in the text, 

makes explicit certain data that is implicit, and stresses ideas that are found 

elsewhere in Jer.

The most prominent harmonizing addition is the filling in of names, both 

personal and titular, which occurs throughout the book. In chapter 41(48) 

“Ishmael son of Nethaniah son of Elishama” is introduced in full name, both in 

the MT and in the LXX. In the rest of the chapter the LXX uses only the short 

form of his name “Ishmael”, but for the same occurrences the MT uses mostly a 

longer form “Ishmael son of Nethaniah.” Similarly, the LXX attaches the epithet 

“prophet” after Jeremiah’s name only four times in Jer (42[49]:2, 43[50]:6, 45:1

[51:31] and 51[28]:59), while the MT uses the full name “Jeremiah the prophet” 

much more often, and particularly systematically in chapters 28–29. Another 

harmonizing addition is contextual, which signifies additional details in one verse 

that make it identical to another verse, for example, 13:5 based on 13:4, and 27:16

(34:13) based on 28(35):3.

Contextual exegesis is additional words or phrases that clarify the meaning 

of the text. These might be amplified names in the MT where the LXX only 

mentions a pronoun (35[42]:12 and 52:8 for example), or they might be MT 

pluses which function to further define an idea or a situation  27:5[34:4] and 41

[48]:6 for example).

Jer MT contains certain amplified formulas in comparison to Jer LXX. 

These include the more extensive use of the formulas hwhy Man (109 times in the 
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LXX; 174 times in the MT)82 and hwhy rma hk in the MT, the more extensive use 

of rmal after a verb of speaking, 5:20 for example, and the more frequent use of 

twabx to qualify the name of God, for example in 7:3 and 6:6.

Tov’s third category, further characteristics of Jer MT, contains three textual 

phenomena. The first is words and expressions that are peculiar to Jer MT. Such 

are, for example, the long formula larCy yhla twabx hwhy rma hk 7:3 and the 

description of Nebuchadrezzar as “God’s servant” (25:9, 27[34]:6 and 43[50]:10). 

The second characteristic phenomenon in this category for Jer MT is what Tov 

calls Wiederaufnahme, or ”resumptive reading.” By this Tov means the repetition 

of the lead phrase after a plus of a certain length. Tov’s explanation for this is that 

because of the long plus, the reader might not be able to follow the idea of the 

text. Therefore the lead phrase is repeated to keep the reader aware of the lead 

idea in the text. Tov’s examples include 27:21(-) (cf. v. 19[16]) and 28(35):4 (cf. 

v. 3). The final phenomena in this category are MT pluses that seem to indicate a 

post-exilic date of origin. Tov’s examples here are 24:14(-) and 27:7(-).

Jer LXX also contains pluses over against Jer MT, although they are not 

nearly as numerous as those in Jer MT. J. Gerald Janzen gives an account of many 

pluses in the LXX and categorizes them as doublets and additions.83 Pluses in the 

LXX pose an additional problem for scholars that is nonexistent for pluses in the 

MT. One must attempt to distinguish whether the plus was already present in the 

translator’s Vorlage, or whether it is the result of an inner-Greek phenomenon. 

Moreover, in the case of doublets, it is not always possible to distinguish the 

primary part of the doublet from the secondary part.84

In his presentation on doublets in Jer LXX, Janzen divides the material into 

three groups: doublets in which both parts correspond to the MT, doublets in 

which the translator misread his Vorlage or used a non-MT Vorlage, and doublets 

that stem from inner-Greek corruption. Examples of doublets that correspond to 

the MT are found in 48(31):13 and 43(50):6. The doublets in 9:21(22), the likely 

Vorlage of which is hmdah, and in 49:11(29:12), which, according to Janzen, has 
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“misconstrued the sense of the passage,” belong to the second group.85 Doublets 

that are the result of inner-Greek corruption include 17:26 and 48(31):36. Janzen 

lists 38 plusses that he considers to be additions in Jer LXX.86 Examples of these 

include en taiß hmeraiß ekeinaiß in 3:17, Iouda in 34(41):1 and kuri÷ou in 38

(45):27.

History of Research on the Text of Jeremiah
Research on the text of Jer has basically been the study and interpretation of the 

textual phenomena listed above concerning the differences between Jer MT and 

Jer LXX. The discovery of the fragments of Jer among the Dead Sea Scrolls 

served as a major turning point in the history of this research, as it infused the 

discussion with new material that shed new light on the issue. However, there is 

continuity between scholars who worked prior to the discovery and those who 

have been able to take the discovery into account. This continuity is usually 

evident in the way these scholars have evaluated the translation technique and the 

role of the translator of Jer LXX, which seems to be one of the more significant 

factors in interpreting the evidence.

Sven Soderlund describes four theories to account for the different 

conclusions scholars have reached on the textual issue of Jer.87 According to the 

abbreviation theory, Jer LXX is an abbreviated or mutilated version of the 

Hebrew. This theory implies that the LXX Vorlage was similar to the MT, and that 

the abbreviation was caused by a copyist or the translator, the latter of which has 

mostly been blamed for the phenomenon. The editorial theory posits that Jeremiah 

produced two different editions of the book, from which the two variant texts 

derive. According to this theory, one copy of Jer was maintained within the Jewish 

community in Egypt and became the basis for Jer LXX, and a reworked copy was 

sent to the community in Babylon and became the basis for Jer MT. The third 

theory is the expansion theory, according to which the plusses in Jer MT are due 

to expansion, interpolation, and conflation, and which considers the LXX to be 

the better witness between the two texts. The fourth theory is called the mediating 
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theory. Proponents of this theory treat each divergent reading independently and 

avoid using generalizations to make conclusions on the priority of either text.

Before the Jer fragments of Qumran were available for study, the dominant 

solution to the problem of the differences between Jer MT and Jer LXX was 

considered to be the abbreviation theory, which advocates the tendency of the 

LXX translator to delete or abridge parts of his Vorlage.88 According to Janzen, 

M. G. L. Spohn and K. H. Graf argued for this position.89 Both claimed that the 

translator was at fault for the minuses in Jer LXX. Spohn contended that the 

translator declined to translate the second occurrences of doublets that are extant 

in the MT but not in the LXX, reasoning that since the translator was only 

translating the text for his private use, he took the liberty to omit the second 

occurrences of doublets. Graf began by asking in which direction the text was 

more likely to develop, from the MT to the LXX by abridgments and omissions, 

or from the LXX to the MT by expansions and additions? He concluded that it is 

unthinkable that a later person would add material to the text, and that the 

translator had a tendency to omit extra material that seemed recurrent and 

indifferent.

A representative of the editorial theory is Johan Gottfried Eichhorn. Both 

Janzen and Soderlund give an account of his theory, but they differ in their 

assessments of it.90 According to Eichhorn’s account, Jeremiah wrote his oracles, 

through Baruch, on individual scrolls. The LXX version of Jer originates from this 

edition of the book. Later, when Nebuchadnezzar took the people of Judah into 

exile, Jeremiah had a second edition of his oracles prepared. This second edition 

is the text found in MT, which the Masoretes transmitted.91
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Early arguments in favor of the expansionist theory include those by F. C. 

Movers, A. Scholz, and G. C. Workman.92 When comparing Jer 52 with 2 Kgs 25, 

Movers recognized that 2 Kgs and Jer LXX mostly agree against Jer MT. He 

concluded that Jer LXX is to be preferred over Jer MT as a representative of an 

older text, and that Jer MT is characterized by expansions. Scholz set out to 

describe the nature of the translation of Jer. He pointed out that the translation is 

literal, claiming that accusations of omission in the LXX are baseless and that 

reconstructing the Vorlage of Jer LXX is a legitimate venture. Workman also 

preferred Jer LXX over Jer MT, but with a method of retroversion and a 

predisposition “to exalt the Greek text at every point,” so far as to nullify his 

individual points that are valid, according to Janzen.93

The middle position, called the mediating theory by Soderlund, is not as 

clearly defined as the other positions. Soderlund affiliates such scholars as B. 

Duhm, F. Giesebrecht, P. Volz, W. Rudolph, and J. Bright with this theory.94 In 

principle this position holds that Jer MT has secondary material, but that at the 

same time Jer LXX has a tendency to abridge its Vorlage. This position argues 

from the translation technique of Jer LXX that the translator was not as careful in 

his translation as, for example, Aquila, and that he translated the text rather freely, 

exhibiting even inadequacy in linguistic knowledge.95

In his 1973 monograph, “Studies in the Text of Jeremiah,” Janzen, claiming 

that the mediating position was nearly the consensus view, writes that new 

developments in the field of textual criticism concerning the textual witnesses to 

Jer require that the subject be taken up anew. These developments were the 

publication of the critical edition of Jer LXX in the Göttingen series by Joseph 

Ziegler, and the discovery at Qumran of the Hebrew fragments that support the 

readings of Jer LXX. For Janzen, these two developments allowed for a level of 

precision in the analysis of the Greek text that was previously not possible, and 
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confirmed that movement from the LXX to its Vorlage by means of retroversion 

was indeed methodologically valid.96

The subject of Janzen’s study is what he calls “zero variants” in Jer LXX, 

specifically with regard to double readings, additions from parallel and related 

contexts, and proper names. Zero variants are incidents in which one source does 

not have a textual correspondent to a text in another source. Janzen’s conclusions 

are based on two questions. First, is the reason for the shorter readings in Jer LXX 

the translator’s tendency to abridge the text, or is the reason a shorter Hebrew 

Vorlage? Second, if Jer LXX is a translation of a shorter Vorlage, is this Vorlage 

inferior or superior to Jer MT?97

Janzen concludes that the mediating theory of Jer LXX, which proposes that 

the translator tends to shorten the text, cannot be maintained. If the translator 

omitted the second occurrence of a few doublets, why would he choose to 

translate both occurrences of the majority of doublets in Jer? Rather, Jer MT 

increases explicitness and contains secondary expansion. Few incidents of 

haplography, which indicates broad transmission, and much conflation strongly 

imply that Jer MT is a revised text. Jer LXX, on the other hand, is conservative 

and exhibits a high incidence of haplography, which Janzen suggests has mainly 

occurred in the Vorlage. The Vorlage seems to be the result of narrow 

transmission, and the translation probably took place after only a small number of 

manuscript generations. Jer LXX reflects a shorter Vorlage than Jer MT, and of 

the two texts, Jer LXX preserves the more superior text in its zero variants.

In 1985 Soderlund produced a critique of Janzen’s monograph. Soderlund 

questions the validity of Janzen’s evidence in support of the expansionist theory 

and whether the agreement of two small 4QJerb fragments with Jer LXX justifies 

the technique of retroversion for the whole of Jer LXX? In Soderlund’s opinion, 

Janzen places too much confidence in retroversions, and that he hastily overreacts 

in classifying all the variants he has studied under the generalization of expansion 

in the MT. In Soderlund’s mind, Janzen has oversimplified the relation between 

Jer MT and Jer LXX by reducing the possible explanations to MT expansion or 

LXX abridgment. For Soderlund, such predetermined notions are not able to 
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describe the relationship. Rather, a process of examining each variant in its own 

right will yield a preference for either the MT or the LXX, depending on the case, 

and in some instances it will be impossible to decide priority between the two 

texts. Soderlund also suggests that Janzen has blurred the issues of length and 

superiority, stating that they should be held apart, and that where a shorter LXX 

Vorlage is evident, it should not be assumed to be superior to the MT.

In a 1989 response to Soderlund’s study, called “A Critique of Sven 

Soderlund’s The Greek Text of Jeremiah” Janzen defends the case for retroversion. 

He retorts that at issue is the use of versional evidence in the textual criticism of 

the Hebrew Bible. The only way to use versions is to construct their Vorlagen, and 

it is methodologically irresponsible to use the versional evidence only selectively 

or sporadically. In response to the question of MT expansion or LXX abridgment, 

Janzen gives a summary of data on proper names in Jer MT and Jer LXX, and 

appeals to copyist and revisor tendencies elsewhere to show that it was common 

to fill out a spare text, and that a tendency to shorten and omit is not as noticeable. 

Janzen also criticizes Soderlund’s scope of examination, which is confined to Jer 

29, claiming it as an inadequate base to evaluate Janzen’s study.

Tov has written several articles on the relationship between Jer MT and Jer 

LXX, two of which were published in 1979 and 1981. Together with P.-M. 

Bogaert, he has suggested that the text witnessed to by Jer LXX and 4QJerb 

reflects an earlier edition of Jer than does Jer MT, labeling the earlier edition I and 

the later edition II. Tov, like Janzen, concludes that the many pluses in Jer MT are 

the result of expansion that occurred during the literary growth between edition I 

and edition II. He also addresses the necessity of applying this general theory to 

individual cases of variants in Jer:

In text-critical studies, cases of a short versus a long text are normally evaluated 
individually on the basis of internal evidence. However, unlike other books of the 
LXX, the “omissions” of Jer do not occur occasionally; rather, they characterize the 
LXX of this book as a whole. For this reason they should be explained collectively.98

Tov believes the character of the translation of Jer LXX justifies this approach. He 

describes the translation as quite faithful to its Vorlage, even literal in the prose 

sections. Only in free renderings are omissions and additions to be expected. 

However, Tov is quick to mention the exception of erroneous omissions in the 

translation, either caused by the translator or by subsequent generations.
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Louis Stulman accepts a shorter Vorlage as the basis of Jer LXX and 

elaborates on the textual history behind the two editions of Jer. The common line 

from which the two texts derive diverged after a considerable amount of time, 

which is indicated by the amount of shared scribal errors between the texts. The 

divergence took place likely in the mid-fifth or early fourth century B.C.E.99

Robert Carroll, William Holladay and William McKane each produced a 

commentary on Jer, all of which were published in the latter half of the 1980’s. In 

their introductions they all accept Janzen’s conclusions of a superior and shorter 

LXX Vorlage for Jer in comparison to the MT and stress the importance of the 

LXX Vorlage as a basis for exegesis. However, Holladay does add that the MT 

expansions are characteristic of the prose and not the poetry sections, and that, 

due to haplographic omissions in Jer LXX, “each textual variation must be 

assessed in its own right.”100 In addition, he has been criticized for not taking the 

textual evidence of Jer LXX seriously in his conclusions.101

McKane attempts to describe the process of development from the Vorlage 

of Jer LXX to Jer MT by introducing the idea of a “rolling corpus.” Though the 

differences between Jer MT and Jer LXX are his only tangible evidence, he 

believes that similar developments are to be credited for the current text of Jer 

LXX as well. The rolling corpus begins from certain core texts, which might be 

only a verse or a few verses in length. These core texts, sometimes called 

“kernels,” have triggered and generated exegetical expansions and commentary, 

which are also often short. McKane argues that this generation of text can occur in 

three different ways: from poetry to prose, from prose to prose, and from poetry to 

poetry. The result is of “piecemeal character,” not exhibiting the characteristics of 

a thorough redaction with a clear purpose.

Aejmelaeus characterizes the translator of Jer as one of the most literal in 

the LXX, continuing that it is not possible to attribute to him any conscious 

changes or editorial activity in the text. However, one should always be cautious 

of translation equivalents in which the translator has allowed himself some 

freedom. Elsewhere she notes on the textual criticism of Jer that a concentration 
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on the textual relationship between Jer MT and Jer LXX does not mandate a 

neglect of the redactional, recensional, or editorial developments that might have 

occurred during the formation of the book.102 The textual relationship between the 

two texts informs the study of other areas of research on Jer. All of these aspects 

must be taken into account in order to attain reliable results.

History of Research on the Greek Text of Jeremiah
Research on the Greek translation of Jer has usually been done in view of its value 

for the textual criticism of the Hebrew Bible. The value of Jer LXX for this 

purpose cannot be evaluated without a means of determining the Hebrew Vorlage 

from which the LXX was translated. For this process the study of the character of 

the translation, or translation technique, is indispensable.

From the previous section, it is clear that scholars have mainly characterized 

Jer LXX as a literal translation. However, there seems to be no published study 

available that attempts to describe the type of literalism obtained in Jer LXX. 

Thackeray classifies the books of the LXX on a scale from free, literary Greek to 

literal and unintelligent Greek. He classifies the first half of Jer LXX as 

indifferent Greek and the second half as literal or unintelligent.103 Tov also 

evaluates the two halves as different, suggesting that in the second half an attempt 

has been made to render the Hebrew more precisely and consistently.104

The different characterization of the two halves of Jer LXX is attributed by 

Thackeray to a “tendency towards pedantic literalism.”105 Barr states that the trend 

to favor more rigorous and consequent translations is a late development among 

ancient biblical translations.106 In this scheme, the implication is that the first half 

of Jer LXX, characterized as less literal than the second half, is an earlier form of 

the text than the second half.

Studies on the text of Jeremiah in the 19th century already indicate 

awareness of differences between the first and second halves of Jer LXX.107 It was 
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not until Thackeray however that a viable hypothesis to account for these 

differences was proposed. In several publications, Thackeray advanced the theory 

that the first half of Jer LXX, roughly chapters 1–28, and the second half, chapters 

29–51, were translated by two different translators, and that a third translator was 

responsible for the translation of chapter 52.108 He calls these sections Jeremiah a, 

Jeremiah b, and Jeremiah g, respectively.

In a 1903 article, “The Greek Translators of Jeremiah,” Thackeray provides 

28 examples of Hebrew words and phrases that are rendered differently in 

Jeremiah a and Jeremiah b, the most striking example being the translation of 

hwhy rma hk as ta¿de le÷gei ku/rioß circa 60 times in Jeremiah a and as ou¢twß 

ei•pen ku/rioß circa 70 times in Jeremiah b.109 Thackeray’s rationale is the 

following, published in “A Grammar of the Old Testament in Greek According to 

the Septuagint,” in 1909:

if [...] it is found that a phrase is consistently rendered in one way in one portion of 
the Greek Bible, and in another way elsewhere, and if, as we proceed to extend our 
investigations to the renderings of other Hebrew phrases, the same divergence 
between two portions of the LXX is apparent, we gain an increasing assurance that 
we have to deal with two distinct groups of books, which are the production of 
different translators.110

In the same context he states that these types of diversities in style are to be found 

within single books as well. As a qualifier to Thackeray’s theory, he acknowledges 

that the exact point of the juncture between the two translations of Jer cannot be 

determined, due to a certain mixture at that juncture, which is Jer LXX 29.

In view of his multiple-translator theory, Thackeray suggests a certain 

affinity between Jer LXX and the Septuagint translation of the Minor Prophets 

(MP LXX). In his articles “The Greek Translators of Jeremiah” and “The Greek 

Translators of the Prophetical Books,” Thackeray presents two tables of 

renderings in Jer LXX, Ezek LXX and MP LXX that are distinct from all other 

books in the LXX. In the case of Jer LXX, Thackeray claims Jer a manifests the 

agreeing renderings, while Jer b does not.

In Table I, Thackeray presents 28 instances of difference in rendering 

between Jer a and Jer b, listing similarities with MP LXX, which happen to occur 

under the column of Jer a for the most part, and rarely under the column of Jer 
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b.111 In Table IV he presents 35 examples in which Jer a, Ezek LXX, and MP 

LXX agree in rendering certain hebrew words or phrases against the other books 

in the LXX.112 The most significant rendering Thackeray presents is that of hwhy 

twabx. In Jer, MP, the Greek books of the LXX, and only in a few other instances, 

it is translated kurioß pantokratwr, while elsewhere it is translated either 

Kurioß sabawq or Kurioß dunamewn. According to Thackeray, his evidence 

suggests that “it is not improbable” that these translations were made by the same 

translator, and if not by a single translator, then by several collaborators.113

Tov has proposed a different theory to explain the lexical differences 

between the two halves of Jer LXX in his Ph.D. dissertation, published in 1976. 

The nucleus of Tov’s theory is not the differences between Jer LXX 1–28 and 29–

52, which he called Jer a’ and Jer b’ respectively, but rather the important 

similarities between them that distinguish them from the rest of the LXX. Tov 

argues that Thackeray’s explanation for the similarities between Jer a’ and Jer b’ 

constitute a weakness in Thackeray’s thesis. Instead of assigning significant 

agreements between the two sections of Jer LXX to a secondary reason, as would 

be necessary in the case of a two translator theory, Tov takes the agreements as 

evidence of an original or first translation, which he calls the Old Greek 

translation of Jer (Jer OG). In such a case, the significant differences between Jer 

a’ and Jer b’ are to be explained as the result of a revision of Jer OG. Tov’s theory 

and its criticisms are presented here.

Tov’s Translator-Reviser Theory and Its Criticisms
Tov’s hypothesis is that Jer OG consisted of Jer and the Book of Baruch 1:1–3:8. 

This text is extant in Jer a’. Later, Jer OG was revised (Jer-R). This revision is 

extant in Jer b’.114 It is likely that this combination of the first half of Jer OG and 

the second half of Jer-R’s revision is the result of a mistake in which two bisected 
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scrolls of Jer, which were of the two different text types, were connected by a 

scribe who did not notice their difference.115

A common basis between Jer a’ and b’ is to be established by the indication 

of distinctive agreements between them which link them together and at the same 

time distinguish them from the rest of the LXX. If unique agreements can be 

shown, they would suggest a connection between the two sections of Jer, and thus 

provide reason to assume that underlying Jer b’ is Jer OG.116 Tov provides 30 

examples of unique and rare renditions common to Jer a’ and b’, and 15 rare 

Greek words common to Jer a’ and b’. The following are examples of rare and 

unique renditions found in Jer a’ and b’. The number at the beginning of each 

example refers to the number Tov uses for each example in his chapter II:117

II. 1. hha rendered as oJ w‡n – Jer a’ 1:6, 4:10, 14:13; Jer b’ 32(39):17.

II. 6. lylyh rendered as aÓlala¿zw – Jer a’ 4:8; Jer b’ 47(29):2, 49(30):
3, 48(31):39, 25:34(32:20).

II. 14. Xwj / twxj rendered as e¡xwqen – Jer a’ 9:21(20), 11:6, 51(28):4; 
Jer b’ 33(40):10, 37(44):21, 44(51):6, 9, 17, 21.

II. 25. Klh rendered as oi¡komai – Jer a’ 9:9(10), 16:11, 50(27):6; Jer 
b’ 48(31):11, 28(35):11, 41(48):10, 12, 15, 17.

II. 27. rgsm rendered as desmw¿thß – Jer a’ 24:1; Jer b’ 29(36):2.

II. 30. dyowh rendered as aÓnqi/sthmi – Jer a’ 50(27):44; Jer b’ 49:19
(29:20).

The following are examples of rare Greek words common to Jer a’ and b’.:118

II. 31. ėgceire/w – Jer a’ renders hjyv wrk 18:22, Mmz 51(28):12; Jer 
b’ renders ayCh 49:16(29:17).

II. 36. i˙tamo/ß, i˙tami/a – Jer a’ renders yrzka 6:23, 50(27):42; Jer b’ 
renders Nwdz 49:16(29:17).

II. 39. ajlghro/ß – Jer a’ renders hljn 10:19; Jer b’ renders hljn 30
(37):12, rwzml 30(37):13.
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Tov attempts to show the revisional nature of Jer b’ by highlighting characteristic 

differences between Jer a’ and b’. His examples indicate how a Hebrew word is 

translated with one Greek word in Jer a’ and with another Greek word in Jer b’. 

By analyzing the different kinds of differences he is able to classify them into 

characteristic tendencies of Jer-R:

1. more precise renditions;
2. corrections of erroneous renditions;
3. stereotyped (literal) replacing non-stereotyped (free) renditions;
4. renditions reflecting the Hebrew more consistently;
5. other changes.119

Examples are provided below from each of these tendencies.120 In each example, 

according to Tov, the rendering in Jer a’ represents the OG translation, while the 

rendering in Jer b’ represents the change from the OG brought about by Jer-R. The 

number at the beginning of each example refers to the number Tov assigns to each 

example in his chapter III. Examples of the tendency towards more precise 

renditions include the following:

III. 1. hmv / hmmv – Jer a’ renders as aÓfanismo/ß 18 times (25); Jer b’ 
renders as a‡batoß 12 times (15).

III. 6. ytlbl – Jer a’ renders as touv mh¿ 10 times (11); Jer b’ renders as 
pro«ß to« mh¿ 10 times (11).

III. 7. Noml + inf. – Jer a’ renders as a finite clause 3 times (4); Jer b’ 
renders as pro«ß to/ + infinitive 4 times (6).

In such cases Tov proposes that Jer-R’s revisions attempt to express the meaning 

of the Hebrew more accurately than the OG renditions.

The following are examples of a tendency toward correcting OG renditions 

which Jer-R presumably considered erroneous or incorrect:

III. 12. Xpn – Jer a’ renders as diaskorpi÷zw 10 times (10); Jer b’ 
renders as sugko¿ptw once (1).121

III. 17. ylwa – Jer a’ renders as ei ̇or ei˙ pw ◊ß 3 times (3); Jer b’ renders 
as i¶swß 3 times (3).

Examples of Jer-R’s tendency towards replacing non-stereotyped OG renditions 

with stereotyped renditions include:
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III. 18. hwhy rma hk – Jer a’ renders as ta¿de le/gei ku¿rioß 58 times; 
Jer b’ renders as ou¢twß ei•pe ku¿rioß 68 times.

III. 19. Myrja Myhla – Jer a’ renders as qeoi« aÓllo¿trioi 12 times (13); 
Jer b’ renders as qeoi« eºteroi 6 times (6).

The following examples express a tendency of Jer-R toward reflecting the Hebrew 

more consistently:

III. 42. dbo – Jer a’ renders as pai √ß or douvloß 7 times; Jer b’ renders 
as pai √ß 14 times.

III. 44. The verb rbd – Jer a’ renders as lale/w; Jer b’ renders as  
lale/w when the subject is human, but as crhmati/zw when the 
subject is God or a prophet.

This tendency differs from the previous one in that here, Jer-R strives for 

consistency in rendering each Hebrew word with its own equivalent, and even 

each meaning of the Hebrew word with its own equivalent. 

Tov’s final category, “other changes,” contains three examples, each with its 

individual reason behind the revision. One of these examples is:

III. 51. rwbg – Jer a’ renders as machth/ß or i˙scuro/ß 11 times; Jer b’ 
renders as i˙scuro/ß or dunato/ß 6 times.

In this case Tov claims that Jer-R preferred using standard renditions of rwbg 

instead of Jer-OG’s renditions.

Having identified the above-mentioned characteristics of Jer-R’s revision, 

Tov describes its inconsistent nature as well. Based on the evidence available for 

Jer-R’s revisional technique, one finds certain inconsistencies. First, Tov has 

noticed several free and erroneous equivalents that are common to both Jer a’ and 

b’. One would expect Jer-R to have revised such equivalents. Similarly, there are 

certain free and inconsistent renditions that Jer-R did not revise, but that are 

revised in later Jewish and Christian revisions. Third, some renditions in Jer b’ are 

revised in certain cases, but in other instances are not. Jer b’ therefore contains 

both revised and unrevised renditions. This can only be ascribed to inconsistency. 

Jer-R’s intention was to conform the OG to his conception of a “more literal and 

stereotyped” translation, but in carrying out his intention, he was not very 

consistent.122
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Tov mentions several other early revisions of biblical books that have been 

found, and whose revision is similarly less thorough than the later revisions of 

Aquila, Symmachus, Theodotion, Origen, and Lucian. It is difficult to determine a 

reason why some revisions are very thorough, while others are not. As a rule, 

however, Tov claims that, compared to later revisions, earlier revisions are less 

thorough.123

Tov’s theory has been, in the main, well received by scholars. Only a few 

notable criticisms of his theory have been published. Two of these critiques are 

presented here, namely those by Soderlund, in his book “The Greek Text of 

Jeremiah,” and by Tony S.L. Michael, in his article “Bisectioning of Greek 

Jeremiah: a Problem to be Revisited.”

Soderlund centers his critique of the Translator-Reviser theory on the 

distinctive agreements between Jer a’ and Jer b’, which are the essential ingredient 

in Tov’s argumentation. Soderlund’s main concern is with Jer LXX 29, and he 

confines himself to examining the distinctive agreements listed by Tov that appear 

in chapter 29. The primary aim of Soderlund is to determine whether Tov’s 

evidence is conclusive enough to overturn Thackeray’s multiple-translator theory, 

and he comes to the conclusion that it is not. Tov’s criticism of the multiple-

translator theory does not convince Soderlund, and the examples of distinctive 

agreement that Soderlund analyzed are found by him, in several instances, to be 

“open to challenge and amenable to other interpretations.”124

Soderlund discusses 12 of Tov’s examples of distinctive agreements, from 

Tov’s chapter II, all occuring in Jer LXX 29. Two of Soderlund’s examples are 

presented here. The number refers to Tov’s numeration:

II. 6. aÓlala¿zw – In the LXX, the most frequent translation of lylyh is 

ololuzw, which is similar in sound and meaning to aÓlala¿zw, which is a unique 

equivalent to Jer LXX. Soderlund proposes that it would not seem “unusual” for 

either word to suggest itself to separate translators as a suitable equivalent, and 

deems this example as “ambiguous evidence” for identifying the translators.125
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II. 36. i˙tamo/ß, i˙tami/a – The three occurrences in Jer LXX are the only 

instances of these words in the whole LXX. ’Itamo/ß translates yrkza in the 

parallel passages of 6:23 and 50(27):42. For Soderlund, however, the use of the 

hapax legomenon i˙tami/a to translate a different word in 49:16(29:17) does not 

constitute very persuasive evidence for identifying the translators.126

The examples of differences between Jer a’ and Jer b’, Soderlund suggests, 

can as well be explained by a second translator as they can by a reviser. Soderlund 

finds the lack of manuscript evidence for the presumed OG of Jer b’ and a 

revision of Jer a’ to be particularly damaging to Tov’s theory.127

Janzen takes up this issue as well in his critique of Soderlund’s monograph, 

and mainly finds Soderlund’s arguments to be inadequate. Janzen claims 

Soderlund does not give Tov’s arguments for distinctive agreements fair 

treatment, particularly by considering only the examples found in Jer LXX 29. 

Janzen stresses six of Tov’s examples of unusual or incorrect renditions in both Jer 

a’ and b’ that reflect a “common understanding of a certain Hebrew word,” and 

therefore in support of a common basis. Of these six, he notes that Soderlund 

examines only the weakest example of Tov’s argument.128

Janzen also reviews some of Soderlund’s evaluations of Tov’s examples. 

With regard to Soderlund’s discussion on II. 6. aÓlala¿zw, Janzen suggests 

Soderlund is asking the wrong question. Instead of considering whether the 

equivalent is too exceptional to independently originate in two separate 

translators, the more significant question is why this distinctive choice is found 

only in Jer a’ and b’. Janzen does not review Soderlund’s discussion on II. 36. 

i˙tamo/ß, i˙tami/a, but in his summary makes clear his thoughts on most of 

Soderlunds evaluations: “Soderlund’s unaptly selected attempts to blunt the 

significance of Tov’s data, while now and then plausible, are too often forced, 

beside the point, or ad hoc.”129 Janzen sees the strength of Tov’s thesis in a core of 

strong cases and in a large number of supporting cases. Of Tov’s 45 examples of 

distinctive agreement between Jer a’ and b’, Soderlund evaluates only twelve.
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Michael, in his 2006 article, attempts to set in doubt the general assumption 

that lexical consistency is a valid measure of translational and revisional activity 

and particularly Thackeray and Tov’s bisectional theories of Jer LXX, which are 

based on the examination of Hebrew-Greek equivalents. Michael criticizes 

Thackeray and Tov for laying too much emphasis on the differences between Jer 

a’ and b’ at the expense of the differences within each of Jer a’ and b’, which, in 

Michael’s opinion, Thackeray and Tov largely ignore. It is the lexical differences 

within each of Jer a’ and b’ that Michael explores in his article.

Michael sets out five examples of doublets in Jer a’ in which a certain word 

or two are translated with different Greek equivalents. Two examples are:130

hmj and rob – rendered as qumo/ß and ėkkauqh/setai in 4:4; 
rendered as ojrgh¿ and kauqh¿setai in 21:12.

byr – rendered as dikai÷wma in 11:20; rendered as aÓpologh¿mata in 
20:12.

In addition, he provides three examples of inconsistent translation choices that 

span both Jer a’ and Jer b’. Two of these examples are:131

hnv – Jer a’ renders as e¡toß 10 times and as ėniauto/ß 5 times; Jer b’ 
renders as e¡toß 12 times and as ėniauto/ß 5 times.

yhyw – Jer a’ renders as kai« ėge/neto 7 times and as kai« ėgenh¿qh 
twice; Jer b’ renders as kai« ėge/neto 17 times and as kai« ėgenh¿qh 7 
times.

By his examples, Michael attempts to show that a translator can sometimes be 

inconsistent, and that inconsistency should not a priori lead one to assume the 

work of a reviser or a different translator. In the case of Jer LXX, Michael 

attempts to show that differences between Jer a’ and b’ alone should not lead one 

to assume them to be the work of two translators, or of one translator and a 

reviser.

Michael’s examples indeed show that inconsistency is to be expected of a 

translator. However, they do not go very far in disproving either Tov’s or 

Thackeray’s theories. The viability of the bi-sectioning theory is the number of 

equivalents that differ from each other precisely along the lines of Jer a’ and Jer 

b’, regardless of any differences within each half of the translation. Such a pattern 
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of differences is hard to explain as the work of a single translator. A more 

thorough study, utilizing Michael’s methods, would be required before such an 

approach could sway Tov’s conclusions.

2 The Translations of rRqRv in Jer LXX

2.1 The Use and Meaning of rRqRv and Its Translations

Introduction
Before proceeding to the study of Jer, it would be beneficial to examine the use 

and meaning of the word rqv in the Hebrew Bible. This will hopefully provide a 

picture of how the translator understood the word. In addition, an account of the 

renderings yeu◊doß, yeudh¿ß, and a‡dikoß in the LXX are given in order to survey 

how they are used by other translators. The LXX translation of the book of 

Jeremiah is believed to have occurred no earlier than the mid-second century 

BCE.132 The Pentateuch, having been translated before Jer and the other books of 

the Bible, was evidently used as a model for translation by the translators of the 

later books.133 It is hoped that such an account would illuminate any possible 

influences from or connections to other books that Jer LXX might retain.

The Use and Meaning of rRqRv in the Hebrew Bible
Martin A. Klopfenstein has written extensively on the use and meaning of words 

denoting falsehood in the Hebrew Bible, especially in his book, “Die Lüge nach 

dem Alten Testament.” The use and meaning of rqv is an important part of his 

work. This section will present some of his conclusions. It is noteworthy that 

reference to Klopfenstein is unavoidable even when consulting the lexicons, 

because most of them base their presentations of rqv on Klopfenstein’s work.

Verb forms of the root rqv occur six times in the Hebrew Bible, once as Qal 

and five times as Pi’el.134 The verb governs prepositions in four instances. In two 

of these cases a person is the object: Vl in Gen 21:23 and Vb in Lev 19:11. In the 

two other cases a thing is the object: Vb in Ps 44:18 and in Ps 89:34. The 
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syntactical usage of the verb rqv, particularly the lack of accusative objects, 

according to Klopfenstein, suggests that rqv is a verb of action and not of speech. 

With appeal to its use in Gen 21:23 as its original Sitz im Leben, rqv is 

understood as behavior “contrary to a contract,” in other words, to act 

faithlessly.135

The original meaning of šqr carries the sense of “treachery” and 

“unfaithfulness,” and Klopfenstein argues that it was a “terminus technicus” for 

breaching a covenant. This meaning is evident in the old aramaic Sfiré 

inscriptions from the 8th century B.C.E, and Klopfenstein conceives a similar 

meaning for rqv in Gen. 21:23.136 The other uses of the verb in the Hebrew Bible 

may represent the transferred usage of this “juridical meaning.” The theological 

meaning “breach of covenant” can be seen when the relationship between God 

and people is denoted (1 Sam 15:29, Ps 44:18, 89:34 and Is 63:8). The ethical 

meaning “breach of faith and trust” is evident when the relationship between men 

is denoted (Lev. 19:11).137

The only nominal form of the root šqr is r®qRv, which occurs 113 times in the 

Hebrew Bible. The occurrences of the nominal forms are mostly concentrated in 

the books of Jeremiah (37 times), Psalms (22 times) and Proverbs (20 times), 

while the other 34 cases are quite equally divided among the other books of the 

Hebrew Bible.138

Despite the fact that in 35 occurrences rRqRv is used in association with a 

verb, noun or organ of speech,139 Klopfenstein claims that rRqRv does not denote a 

lying word in the meaning of “incorrectness.” The bare meaning “to lie” is 

reserved for the root bzk. In line with the meaning of the verb forms of rqv, rRqRv 

is understood as also characterizing a mode of behavior or action with an intent to 
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harm or deceive. The terms “unfaithfulness” and “perfidy” are mentioned by 

Klopfenstein to describe rRqRv. In support of this definition, rRqRv occurs in 

association with different verbs and nouns of action.140 It functions as an 

accusative or as a prepositional object for verbs like hco, lop and jfb,141 and as 

a qualitative genitive for nouns such as dRo, hDo…wbVv, NyImÎy, JK®rR;d, jårOa, MwølSj, NwøzDj, fEo 

and tA;tAm.142 rRqRv also serves as an adverbial accusative with the action verbs two/

hwo, Pdr, bya and anc.143 Terms appearing parallel to rRqRv also emphasize the 

suggestion that it is a term of action or behavior. rRqRv occurs parallel to such terms 

as sDmDj, hDm√rIm, hD¥yIm√r, tyIm√rA;t, hDo∂r, anc, ovr, Nwo, Nwa and oAvRÚp.144 Most of the 

antonyms of rRqRv are derivatives of the root Nma: hDn…wmTa, tRmTa. In addition, the 

words fDÚpVvIm and h∂q∂dVx occur as antonyms to rqv.145

The relationship between the noun rRqRv and the semantic field pertaining to 

treaty law is not as clear as it is in the case of the verb. The incidents associated 

with witnessing and swearing falsely come the closest to the usage of the verb. 

The graveness of the offense of giving false witness is evident by its inclusion in 

the decalogue r®qDv dEo ÔKSoérVb hRnSoAt_aøl (Ex 20:16). The rqv do occurs elsewhere 

and in some cases is portrayed as having violent intentions.146

An oath is an occasion in which one swears in the name of a deity. A false 

oath is a false appeal in the name of the Lord, as indicated by the command _aøl 
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ovr “guilty,” “wicked,” Ps 109:2; Nwo “misdeed,” “sin,” and Nwa “disaster,” “sin,” Is 59:3f., Zech 
10:1f., Ps 7:15; oAvRÚp “offense,” “crime,” Is 57:4.

145 hDn…wmTa “steadfastness,” “faithfulness” Jer 5:1-3, 9:2, Ps 119:29f., 86, Prov 12:17, 22, 14:5; tRmTa 
“trustworthiness,” “truth,” Jer 9:4, Prov 11:18, 14:25; fDÚpVvIm “judgement,” Is 28:15-17, Jer 5:1f., Ps 
119:29f.; h∂q∂dVx “honesty,” “justice” Is 28:15-17, Prov 11:18, Prov 12:17.

146 Deut 19:18, Ps 27:12, Prov 6:19, 12:17, 14:5, 19:5, 9, 25:18.



r®qDÚvAl yImVvIb …woVbDÚvIt (Lev 19:12), resulting in the profanation of the name of God. 

The principle in this passage is also reflected in the third commandment of the 

decalogue a◊wDÚvAl ÔKyRhølTa hDwh◊y_MEv_tRa aDÚcIt aøl (Ex 20:7 and Deut 5:11). Swearing 

falsely is included in lists of condemnable actions, rendering it comparable to 

stealing, murder, adultery, sacrifice to Baal, going after other gods (Jer 7:9) and 

devising evil against others (Zech 8:15). Also in judgement sequences, a false 

oath incurs equal condemnation as sorcery, adultery, holding back wages, 

oppressing widows and orphans, mistreatment of strangers, lack of fear of the 

Lord (Mal 3:5), and stealing (Zech 5:2–4). A cause behind a false oath can be to 

cover another sin when giving testimony (Lev 5:20–26). Seemingly connected to 

treaties or alliances, the symbol of the right hand is used to depict an oath, and in 

the instances of Ps 144:8 and 11, a false oath: “rescue me [...] from the hand of 

aliens, whose mouths speak lies, and whose right hands are false (rRqRv).”

In the context of idolatry and magic, rRqRv is used as a means of evaluating 

the objects and practices associated with idolatry. An idol is a teacher of lies (Hab 

2:18) and diviners associated with them have lying visions (Zech 10:2). In several 

texts idols and idolatry are called rRqRv.147 In this sense the meaning of rRqRv is 

existential. Idolatry is accused of ineffectiveness, being based on belief in 

something that is nonexistent. However, the factor of deceit is still present in the 

prophetic judgements against idolatry. Idolatry misleads the people from their true 

salvation (Jer 3:23), causes them to trust in falsehood (Jer 13:25, Hab 2:18), and 

convinces them to devote time and energy to what is unprofitable (Jer 10:14, 

26:19, Hab 2:18, Zech 10:1, 2).

The question of false prophecy is addressed in Jer more often than in other 

biblical books. In Jer, rRqRv is prominently used to describe false prophecy. The 

role of rRqRv in Jer will be dealt with in a section 2.2, so the use of rRqRv to denote 

false prophecy to be introduced here will mainly cover texts apart from Jer. The 

book of Ezekiel follows Jer in devoting attention to false prophecy, although to a 

lesser extent and utilizing different terms. rRqRv occurs once in Ez (13:22), where 

Ezekiel accuses false prophets of disheartening “the righteous falsely” _bEl twøaVkAh 

r®qRv qyî;dAx. In Mic 2:11 rRqRv characterizes the speech of false prophets, while in 1 
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Kgs 22:22 and 23 it characterizes their spirit. In many cases where rRqRv describes 

the activities of the false prophets, these activities are seen as violating the trust of 

the people, who expect the prophets to prophecy truthfully.148 The instances of 

accusations of false prophecy in the Hebrew Bible are often prophecies 

concerning national salvation.149 The problem with false prophecy is that 

apparently there is no intentional or conscious deceit involved, that is, each 

prophet prophecies what they truly believe, or what they are led to believe, as the 

case of 1 Kgs 22 suggests. Only the true prophet is able to recognize false 

prophets. This difficulty is due to the lack of objective criteria. Zech 13:3 is 

thought to reject prophecy altogether as false. Only a few other uses of rRqRv exist 

in the Hebrew Bible apart from the specific usages mentioned above.150

The Use and Meaning of yeu◊doß and yeudh¿ß in the LXX
The related words, the verbs yeu/dw and yeu/domai, the noun yeuvdoß and the 

adjective yeudh/ß, all derive from a root whose own derivation is uncertain.151 

Forms of the noun and adjective are the only manifestations of this root in Jer 

LXX, and their use and meaning are examined in this section. Much of this 

information has been gathered from Hans Conzelmann’s article about these 

words.152 Other lexicons have also been used.

In the LXX, the noun yeuvdoß occurs 46 times, and the adjective yeudh/ß 

occurs 95 times.153 The compound word yeudoprofh/thß is found 10 times.154 
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148 1 Kgs 22:22, 23, Is 9:14, Jer 5:31, 14:14, 15, 23:32, Mic 2:11, Zech 13:3.

149 Jer 6:13, 14, 14:14, 15, 27:10, 16, 28:2-17, 1 Kgs 22:15–17.

150 Job 36:4, Prov 11:18, 20:17, 21:6, 31:30, Is 28:15, Jer 3:10, 9:2, 4, 8:8, Hos 7:1.

151 Conzelmann 1974, 594.

152 Conzelmann 1974, Yeuvdoß, yeu/domai, yeudh/ß, yeuvsma, yeu/sthß, aÓyeudh/ß, a‡yeustoß. – 
TDNT Vol. IX. Transl. by Geoffrey W. Bromiley. Ed. by Gerhard Kittel and Gerhard Friedrich. 
Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans. 594–603.

153 yeuvdoß Judith 5:5, 11:5, Psa 4:3, 5:7, 57:4, 58:13, 61:5, Prov 9:12, 14:5, 25, 24:2, 22, Job 16:8, 
Sir 7:12–13, 20:24–25, 34:8, 41:17, 51:2, Hos 4:2, 7:3, 13, 12:1, Mic 2:11, Zech 5:4, Mal 3:5, Is 
28:15, 17, 30:12, 44:20, Jer 3:10, 23, 5:2, 9:3, 13:25, 23:14, 32, 44:14, 50:2, Bar 6:47, Ezek 33:31, 
Dan 8:25, 11:23; yeudh/ß Ex 20:16, Deut 5:20, Judg 16:10, 13, 1 Kgs 22:22–23, 2 Chr 18:21–22, 
30:14, Esth 16:6, Tob 3:6, 2 Mac 5:5, Psa 32:17, 39:5, 61:10, Ode 6:9, Prov 6:19, 8:7, 12:22, 17:4, 
7, 19:5, 9, 21:6, 28, 23:3, 25:14, 18, 26:28, 28:6, 30:6, 8–9, 24:28, 31:30, Job 24:25, Wis 10:14, 
14:28, Sir 20:26, 34:1, 4, 36:19, 51:5, Sol 4:4, 12:1, 3, Hos 7:1, 10:4, 13, 12:12, Amos 6:3, Mic 
6:12, Jonah 2:9, Nah 3:1, Hab 2:18, Zech 8:17, 10:2, 13:3, Is 30:9, Jer 6:6, 13, 7:4, 8, 8:8, 9:5, 
10:14, 14:14–15, 15:18, 16:19, 20:6, 23:25–26, 32, 28:17, 34:8, 12, 47:16, Bar 6:7, 44, 50, 58, 
Ezek 12:24, 13:6–9, 23, 21:34, 22:28, Dan 2:9.

154 Jer 6:13, 33:7–8, 11, 16, 34:7, 35:1, 36:1, 8; Zech 13:2.



All forms in this group of words that are found in the LXX, both verbs and 

nominals, mainly translate the words bzk (32 times), vjk (26 times) and rqv (51 

times).

In a broad sense these words mean “false.” In Greek literature the noun has 

the meanings “what is untrue,” “deceit,” “falsehood,” “lying” and “lie.” The 

adjective yeudh/ß is employed transitively to mean “deceiving”, with objects 

including people, dreams, and oracles. Intransitively it is used to indicate 

“untrue,” “false,” and “fabricated.” The adverb can mean “falsely” or 

“mistakenly.” The noun, instead of the adjective, is usually used to parallel other 

adjectives, such as aÓlhqh/ß.155 The negated form of this word group is aÓyeudh/ß, 

meaning “without deception” or “true.”156 The concept of falseness is significant 

in Greek philosophical discussion, particularly epistemology. The meaning of 

words formed from the root yeud- can be either objective, meaning “untruth” or 

“non-being,” or subjective, meaning “error” or “false judgement” of an actual 

situation. Greek literature employs these words in a distinction between what is 

true and false in logic and what is true and false in relation to reality and being, in 

other words, a division between logical questions and ontological questions.157

From their use in the LXX, Conzlemann identifies three different spheres of 

meaning for forms derived from the root yeud-: legal, wisdom, and religion. In 

legal texts they are used to describe false witness and perjury (Ex 20:16, Deut 

5:20). In wisdom literature they are used in texts that condemn lying and liars 

(Prov 30:7, Ps 4:3, and 62:5).158 Although the first two spheres obviously contain 

religious undertones, the third is specifically religious and contains several 

different themes in itself. It characterizes unfaithfulness to the Lord, particularly 

denying him (Job 31:28), speaking against him (Hos 7:13, Is 59:13), or turning 

away from him (Ps 40:5, Jer 13:25). Words from the root yeud- also appear in 

connection with idolatry. 2 Chr 30:14 LXX directly identifies false gods as toivß 

yeude/sin. Idols are argued to be deceitful because, being lifeless material, 

people are deceived into believing there to be life and power in them, for example, 
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156 Conzelmann 1974, 595.

157 Conzelmann 1974, 595-7.

158 Conzlemann 1974, 598.



Is 44:20. Jer 16:19-20 juxtaposes refuge in the Lord with vain idolatry, described 

as lies, which the gentiles inherit from their fathers. False prophecy is also to be 

considered under the religious sphere. It appeals to the name of the Lord as 

grounds for its authenticity and inspiration (Ezek 13:6, 7, Jer 23:32). A lying 

spirit, pneuvma yeude/ß, may also be sent by the Lord himself to deceive people 

by means of prophecy (1 Kgs 22:22f).159

The Use and Meaning of a‡dikoß in the LXX
Jer LXX employs the adjective a‡dikoß, but no other verbal or nominal forms that 

are related to it. ⁄Adikoß occurs 123 times in the LXX.160 The verb aÓdike÷w 

occurs 80 times, the noun forms aÓdi÷khma and aÓdiki÷a occur 235 times, and the 

adverb aÓdi÷kwß occurs 26 times. Gottlob Schrenk has written the TDNT article on 

a‡dikoß. Some of his conclusions on the use and meaning of the word are 

presented here, along with information from other lexicons as well.161

The most common word that is rendered in the LXX by the adjective 

a‡dikoß is rRqRv. Other words that it renders include sDmDj, l‰wDo, oDv∂r, NwøDo and lAoAm. In 

Greek literature, oJ a‡dikoß broadly means “violator of law.” Schrenk identifies 

three contexts in which the adjective and related words are used. These contexts 

are legal, social, and religious. In legal contexts these words indicate injustice, 

inimicality, and “that which is against the law.” In the social context they may 

mean “to be in the wrong,” or simply “mistake.” In religious contexts the word is 

used to indicate violations against humanity, “against ethics,” and violations 

against deity, “against religion.”162

In the LXX, words derived from adik- are used synonymously with 

a‡nomoß, sometimes even replacing each other in the exact same sentence, Job 
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159 Conzelmann 1974, 598-9.

160 Gen 19:8, Ex 23:1, 7, Lev 19:12, 15, 35, Deut 19:16, 18, 25:16, 1 Sam 25:21, 2 Sam 18:13, 
22:3, 2 Kings 9:12, 1 Esdr 4:36–37, 39, 2 Mac 4:35, 40, 48, 3 Mac 6:27, 4 Mac 5:9, Psa 17:49, 
24:19, 26:12, 34:11, 42:1, 62:12, 100:7, 118:118, 128, 119:2, 139:2, 5, 12, Ode 7:32, Prov 4:24, 
6:17, 19, 10:31, 11:18, 12:17, 19, 21, 13:5, 23, 14:5, 15:26, 16:33–17:1, 17:15, 29:12, 27, Job 
5:16, 22, 6:29–30, 13:4, 16:11, 17, 18:21, 22:15, 23, 24:20, 27:4, 29:17, 31:3, 36:4, 23, Wis 1:8, 
3:19, 4:16, 10:3, 12:12, 14:31, 16:19, 24, Sir 1:22, 5:8, 7:2, 17:14, 19:25, 27:10, 34:18, 35:11, 21, 
40:13, 51:6, Sol 4:10, 9:3, 12:5, 15:4, 17:22, Amos 8:5, Zeph 3:5, Is 9:16, 29:21, 32:7, 54:14, 
57:20, 58:6, 59:13, Jer 5:31, 7:9, 34:11–13, 35:15, 36:9, 31, Ezek 21:8–9, 33:15, Dan 3:32.

161 Schrenk 1974, ⁄Adikoß, aÓdiki÷a, ajdike¿w, aÓdi/khma. – TDNT Vol. I. Transl. by Geoffrey W. 
Bromiley. Ed. by Gerhard Kittel and Gerhard Friedrich. Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans. 149–163.

162 Schrenk 1974, 149, 150, 153 and 157.



5:22, Ps 6:9 and 13:4 for example. Antonyms of these words include dikaiosu¿nh 

(Deut 32:4, Ps 51:5), and they are also used to express covetousness (Sir 14:9) 

and unjust acts in general (Jer 38:34, Ps 139:3). These words acquire a religious 

connotation in the LXX, especially with application of human conduct to the 

relationship with God.

Summary
It is worth noting that Klopfenstein, Conzelmann, and Schrenk all divide the use 

of the respective terms that they analyze into three similar categories. 

Klopfenstein describes the instances of rRqRv as being utilized in juridical, 

theological, and ethical contexts. Conzelmann sees the meaning of words derived 

from yeud- in three categories: legal, wisdom and religion. Schrenk identifies the 

three contexts in which a‡dikoß is employed as legal, social, and religious. 

Although it is inevitable that the translations of rRqRv occur in the same contexts as 

their source words, and are therefore expected to convey a similar meaning, it 

should not be assumed that they automatically incur the same meaning. Especially 

in cases where two different Greek equivalents are used to translate one Hebrew 

word, as both yeuvdoß or yeudh/ß and a‡dikoß are used to translate rRqRv in Jer 

LXX, one should be careful not to conclude too hastily that the translator intended 

to use the two terms synonymously.

2.2 Description of the Translations of rRqRv in Jer LXX

Introduction
Derivatives of the noun rRqRv occur 37 times in Jer MT. Of these occurrences, rRqRv 

is rendered 25 times in Jer LXX by forms of the noun yeuvdoß and the adjective 

yeudh/ß, 8 times by the adjective a‡dikoß, and once by the adverb ma¿thn. Three 

occurrences of rRqRv do not have renderings in Jer LXX. These three occur in 

verses 8:10, 29(36):21 and 29(36):23. The occurrence in 8:10 is part of a broader 

passage not attested in Jer LXX (8:10b–12), and which is paralleled in 6:13–15. 

The occurrence in 29(36):21 is part of a phrase that does not occur in Jer LXX 

either. rRqRv in 29(36):23 is the only word in the verse that does not have a 

rendering in Jer LXX, the equivalent adikon being attested only in one LXX 

manuscript and in the versions of Aquila and Theodotion. This is likely an attempt  
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by the editor of the MT to clarify the nature of the prophecies given by Ahab and 

Zedekiah to the exiles in Babylon. These three MT pluses are best considered as 

cases where the LXX Vorlage is shorter than the MT.

Two texts in Jer LXX provide translations for rRqRv, but without equivalents 

in the MT. The first is yeudhv in 14:15. This occurrence of yeudhv is lacking in 

several LXX and other versional manuscripts and patristic quotations, among 

which some are not considered to be under the influence of the MT. Janzen 

considers this to be an addition in Jer LXX,163 and his conclusion is accepted here. 

The second text in Jer LXX that attests a translation of rRqRv without an equivalent 

in Jer MT reveals the doublet ėpΔ∆ aÓdi÷kwˆ yeudhv (27:15[34:12]). For the purposes 

of this study, the doublet is considered to be the work of the translator, and 

counted as two translations, one for each of two separate occurrences of rRqRv. The 

reason for this is explained below, on pages 50–51, where the doublet is examined 

more thoroughly. In addition to these LXX pluses, there is one text where the 

translator seems to have misread his Vorlage as rRqRv and translated accordingly 

with   yeudh/ß (6:6). This study will examine the 37 instances in which the 

translator translated rRqRv.164 This number excludes the three MT pluses (8:10, 29

[36]:21 and 29[36]:23) and the one LXX plus in 14:15, and includes the two 

translations of the doublet (27:15[34:12]) and the translation in 6:6.

rRqRv is translated in Jer LXX by three different terms. The noun and 

adjective forms yeuvdoß and yeudh¿ß translate rRqRv 27 times. The adjective 

a‡dikoß renders rRqRv nine times, and the adverb ma¿thn renders it once.165

Except for MP LXX, the reliance of Jer LXX on yeuvdoß and yeudh¿ß as 

equivalents for rRqRv is unprecedented in the LXX. Jer LXX exhibits 27 of the 53 

instances in which yeuvdoß or yeudh¿ß are the renderings of rRqRv in the LXX. In 

MP LXX all nine occurrences of rRqRv are translated as either yeuvdoß or yeudh¿ß. 
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163 Janzen 1973, 63.

164 These instances are found in verses 3:10, 23, 5:2, 31, 6:6, 13, 7:4, 8, 9, 8:8 (2x), 9:2, 4(5), 
10:14, 13:25, 14:14 (2x), 16:19, 20:6, 23:14, 25, 26, 32 (2x), 27:10(34:8), 14(11), 15(12) (3x), 16
(13), 28(35):15, 29(36):9, 31, 37(44):14, 40(47):16, 43(50):2 and 51(28):17.

165 yeuvdoß and yeudh¿ß 3:10, 23, 5:2, 6:6, 13, 7:4, 8, 8:8, 9:2, 4(5), 10:14, 13:25, 14:14 (2x), 16:19, 
20:6, 23:14, 25, 26, 32 (2x), 27:10(34:8), 15(12), 37(44):14, 40(47):16, 43(50):2, 51(28):17; 
a‡dikoß 5:31, 7:9, 27:14(34:11), 15(12) (2x), 16(13), 28(35):15, 29(36):9, 31; ma¿thn Jer 8:8.



Proverbs LXX also translates rRqRv with yeuvdoß or yeudh¿ß 9 times, but another 8 

times with a‡dikoß. In 2 Kgs and 2 Chr, yeudh¿ß is the only rendering of rRqRv. 

Otherwise translations of rRqRv as yeuvdoß or yeudh¿ß occur once in Ex, twice in Is 

and once in Ps. Only once does yeudh¿ß render a word other than rRqRv in Jer 

LXX, that being bÎzVkAa in 15:18.

In most of the other books of the LXX, a‡dikoß and its derivatives are the 

more frequent renderings of rRqRv. Jer LXX exhibits only 9 of the 49 instances in 

which the adjective a‡dikoß, the noun aÓdiki÷a, or the adverb aÓdi÷kwß translate 

rRqRv in the LXX. Ps uses this rendering for 18 out of 19 occurrences of rRqRv, and 

for Lev, Deut, 1–2 Sam, and Job they are the only equivalents. Prov renders rRqRv 

with a‡dikoß 8 times out of 19. Other instances occur once in Ex and twice in Is. 

The adjective a‡dikoß only renders rRqRv in Jer LXX, but the noun aÓdiki÷a is used 

17 times to render Nwo and once to render Mva.

The adverb ma¿thn occurs 23 times in the LXX, and Jer 8:8 is the only 

instance in which it renders rRqRv. Otherwise it mainly renders awv (7 times), Mnj 

(4 times)166 and lbh (twice). ma¿thn mostly occurs in Ps and Is, and occurs once 

each in 1 Kgs, Ezek, Prov and Dan. Besides Jer 8:8, it occurs twice in Jer, 

translating awv both times.

Lexical Choices for the Translations of rRqRv in Jer LXX
What is the reason for the exceptional reliance of Jer LXX on yeuvdoß and 

yeudhvß to render rRqRv? It is often the case that the Pentateuch served as a model 

translation for the later translators of the LXX, especially regarding lexical 

choices, as was stated above on page 38. The noun rRqRv occurs in the Pentateuch 

only 8 times, and is translated by a‡dikoß 6 times. It might therefore at first seem 

odd that Jer LXX does not rely as heavily on a‡dikoß to translate rRqRv. A probable 

solution is the one instance in the Pentateuch where the translation of rRqRv is 

yeudhv. This one translation, in Ex 20:16, most likely had the greatest influence 

on the translator’s choice. The significance of the decalogue for the Alexandrian 
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Jewish community was no doubt immense, and this likely even affected the 

translation of the recount in Deut 5:20.

Though awv, “vain,” “worthless,” is used in the Decalogue in Deut instead 

of rRqRv, the LXX translates both with yeudhv. The combination awv do is attested 

nowhere else in the Hebrew Bible, but it is the wording found in the Nash 

Papyrus, which contains a text of the decalogue. Nevertheless, Timo Veijola 

considers rqv do to be the original wording. He argues against the proposal that 

the wording was changed from awv to rqv in order to distinguish the ninth 

commandment from from the third, which employs the word awv in it prohibition 

of taking a false oath. Veijola suggests that the opposite occurred. Because the 

third commandment belongs to a legal context, the wording in Deut of the ninth 

commandment, the other commandment whose context is legal, was intended to 

resemble the third commandment in Deut. Veijola claims this same principle is 

evident in the Nash Papyrus.167 The LXX Vorlage of Ex 20:16 is likely rqv do. 

The LXX translates the two Decalogue passages in the following manner:

Ex 20:16 r®qDv dEo ÔKSoérVb hRnSoAt_aøl – ouj yeudomarturh/seiß kata» 
touv plhsi÷on sou marturi÷an yeudhv

Deut 5:20 a◊wDv dEo ÔKSoérVb hRnSoAt_aøl◊w – ouj yeudomarturh/seiß kata» 
touv plhsi÷on sou marturi÷an yeudhv

Veijola aptly summarizes the meaning of this commandment. It is rooted in the 

legal sphere of ancient Israel, in which witnesses played a very significant role. A 

witness at a trial was simultaneously the accuser, and could easily give a false 

testimony to profit himself. The status of such a commandment in the decalogue is 

thus very deserved.168

Related to the third commandment in the decalogue are two occurrences of 

rRqRv in Jer which address the issue of swearing falsely. The two texts in Jer are 5:2 

and 7:9. The lexical choice for the translation of rRqRv is different in these texts:

Jer 5:2 …woEbDÚvˆy r®qRÚvAl NEkDl …wrEmaøy hDwøh◊y_yAj MIa◊w – ZhvØ ku/rioß, le÷gousin: 
dia» touvto oujk ėpi« yeu/desin ojmnu/ousin

Jer 7:9 r®qRÚvAl AoEbDÚvIh◊w POaÎnVw AjOx∂r bOnÎgSh – kai« foneu/ete kai« moica◊sqe 
kai« kle÷ptete kai« ojmnu/ete ėpΔ∆ aÓdi÷kŵ
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7:9 as a whole admits parallels to the decalogue, though it is apparent they might 

not witness the same set of commandments.

Elsewhere in the Pentateuch, Lev contains three occurrences of rRqRv in 

relation to swearing. In Lev 5 the context specifically refers to giving false 

testimony:

Lev 5:22 r®qDv_lAo oA;bVvˆn◊w – kai« ojmo/shØ aÓdi÷kwß

Lev 5:24 r®qRÚvAl wyDlDo oAbDÚvˆy_rRvSa lO;kIm wøa – aÓpo\ panto\ß pra¿gmatoß, 
ou∞ w‡mosen peri« aujtouv aÓdi÷kwß

In Lev 19:12, swearing in the name of the Lord is forbidden:

Lev 19:12 r®qDÚvAl yImVvIb …woVbDÚvIt_aøl◊w – kai« oujk ojmei √sqe tw ◊ˆ ojno/mati÷ 
mou ėpΔ∆ aÓdi÷kŵ

In each of the Lev passages, rRqRv is rendered by derivative forms of a‡dikoß. 

Because of the similar contexts, these renderings might have influenced the 

translator in the case of Jer 7:9, but it is apparent that the translation of Ex 20:16 

had the greater influence overall in Jer LXX.

MP LXX, compared to Lev, presents an alternative lexical choice to rRqRv in 

the context of false testimony and swearing falsely. In three instances where the 

issue is dealt with (Zech 5:4, 8:17, and Mal 3:5), rRqRv is translated as yeuvdoß or 

yeudhvß:

Zech 5:4 r®qDÚvAl yImVvI;b oD;bVvˆ…nAh tyE;b_lRa◊w – kai« ei˙ß to\n oi•kon touv  
ojmnu/ontoß tw ◊ˆ ojno/mati÷ mou ėpi« yeu/dei

Zech 8:17 …wbDhTaR;t_lAa r®qRv tAoUbVv…w – kai« o¢rkon yeudhv mh\ aÓgapa◊te

Mal 3:5 r®qDÚvAl MyIoD;bVvˆ…nAb…w – kai« ėpi« tou\ß ojmnu/ontaß tw ◊ˆ ojno/mati÷ 
mou ėpi« yeu/dei

On the other hand, Prov LXX elicits a similar situation to that found in Jer LXX. 

rRqRv occurs six times in Prov in the context of false testimonty and swearing 

falsely. Half of the renderings employ yeuvdoß or yeudhvß (19:5, 9, 25:18), and 

half employ a‡dikoß (6:19, 12:17, 14:5), for example:

Prov 6:19 = 14:5 r®qDv dEo MyIbÎzV;k AjyIpÎy – ėkkai÷ei yeu/dh ma¿rtuß 
a‡dikoß

Prov 12:17 hDm√rIm Myîr∂qVv dEo◊w – oJ de« ma¿rtuß tw ◊n aÓdi÷kwn do/lioß

Prov 19:5 h®qÎ…nˆy aøl Myîr∂qVv dEo – ma¿rtuß yeudh\ß oujk aÓtimw¿rhtoß 
e¶stai

Prov 25:18 r®qDv dEo …whEoérVb hRnOo vyIa – aÓnh\r oJ katamarturw ◊n touv 
fi÷lou aujtouv marturi÷an yeudh v
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The cases of 6:19 and 14:5 are parallel. Both use the words rqv and bzk, and in 

each case the translator chose a‡dikoß to render rqv and yeuvdoß to render bzk.

The most frequent use of rRqRv in Jer occurs in contexts of false prophecy, 

which account for 14 occurrences.169 Nine of these are expressed, with slight 

modifications and different word order, by the phrase MyIaV;bˆn hD;mEh/MEh/MyIaIb◊…nAh 

r®qRv, with the subject always referring to the prophets. Verses 14:14a, 23:25, and 

27:15a(34:12a) add the prepositional phrase yImVvI;b, verses 27:10(34:8), 14(11), 15b

(12b) (twice), and 16(13) add MRkDl and verse 29(36):9 adds both yImVvI;b and MRkDl. 

Two of these verses, 27:15a(34:12a) and 29(36):9, prefix a preposition to rRqRv. In 

four of these cases rRqRv is translated by yeudhv, and in five by a‡dika or ėpΔ∆    

aÓdi/kwØ, for example:

Jer 14:14a yImVvI;b MyIaV;bˆn MyIaIb◊…nAh r®qRv – Yeudhv oi˚ profhvtai 
profhteu/ousin ėpi« tw ◊ˆ ojno/mati÷ mou

Jer 27:10(34:8) MRkDl MyIaV;bˆn MEh r®qRv – yeudhv aujtoi« profhteu/ousin 
uJmi √n

Jer 27:15a(34:12a) r®qDÚvAl yImVvI;b MyIaV;bˆn MEh◊w – kai« profhteu/ousin tw ◊ ̂
ojno/mati÷ mou ėpΔ∆ aÓdi÷kŵ

Jer 27:16(34:13) MRkDl MyIaV;bˆn hD;mEh r®qRv – a‡dika aujtoi«       
profhteu/ousin uJmi √n

Jer 29(36):9 yImVvI;b MRkDl MyIaV;bˆn MEh r®qRvVb – a‡dika aujtoi«     
profhteu/ousin uJmi √n ėpi« tw ◊ˆ ojno/mati÷ mou

The doublet in Jer LXX 34:12b, which continues to the first word of the following 

verse, is intriguing:

Jer 27:15b(34:12b) MRkDl MyIaV;bˆ…nAh MyIaIb◊…nAh◊w – kai« oi˚ profhvtai uJmw ◊n 
oi˚ profhteu/onteß uJmi √n ėpΔ∆ aÓdi÷kŵ yeudhv uJmi √n

Tov proposes that the doublet in the LXX was already present in the Vorlage, with 

the reading Mkl rqv rqv Mkl.170 The constituents of the doublet differ in 

sequence, and it is possible that the preposition Vl was prefixed to the first rqv. 

Ziegler seems to propose that the doublet was not in the Vorlage, although he 

expresses this in unclear terms, and that the earlier occurrence of ėpΔ∆ aÓdi÷kwˆ in the 
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verse is secondarily repeated here, yeudhv being the original translation of rqv.171 

Janzen reproduces Ziegler’s argument, but states clearly that the doublet here is an 

inner-Greek phenomenon. Janzen, however, proposes that ėpΔ∆ aÓdi÷kwˆ is the 

original reading and translates rqvl.172 Neither Tov, Ziegler, nor Janzen consider 

the second occurrence of uJmi √n to be secondary, and it is very probable that it 

reflects Mkl in the LXX Vorlage. The minus in the MT would therefore be a likely 

case of haplography.

A possible cause of the doublet is that the scribe who worked on the Greek 

text, either the translator or a copyist, detached the second occurrence of Mkl / 

uJmi √n from its context in the following sentence, and understood it to be part of the 

sentence in verse 15(12). Out of context, the word is out of place. The preceding 

phrase, however, is so similar to other phrases which accuse prophets of false 

prophecy that the scribe could have corrected the perceived incongruence 

consciously or accidentally, either by adding the secondary element of the doublet 

or by dittography. The doublet appeared relatively early in the LXX manuscript 

tradition, as it is attested in almost all the manuscripts of Jer LXX. It is therefore 

assumed here that it is the work of the translator, and that he considered both ėpΔ∆ 

aÓdi÷kwˆ and yeudhv to reflect separate occurrences of rRqRv.

The other five occurrences of rRqRv in the context of prophecy are either 

indirect objects to the verb abn (5:31, 20:6), or are in the absolute position of a 

construct phrase (14:14b, 23:26, 32a), for example:

Jer 20:6 r®qDÚvA;b MRhDl DtaE;bˆn – ėprofh/teusaß aujtoi √ß yeudhv

Jer 23:32a r®qRv twømølSj yEaV;bˆn_lAo yˆn◊nIh – i˙dou\ ėgw» pro\ß tou\ß    
profh/taß tou\ß profhteu/ontaß ėnu/pnia yeudhv

As is obvious from the examples above, the lexical equivalents for rRqRv in the 

context of false prophecy are divided. Eight renderings employ yeuvdoß or 

yeudhvß (14:14a, 14b, 20:6, 23:25, 26, 32a, 27[34]:10[8], 15b[12b]), whereas six 

renderings employ a‡dikoß (5:31, 27:14[11], 15a[12a], 15b[15a], 16[13], 29[36]:

9).
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Twelve of these 14 occurrences are concentrated in chapters 14, 23 and 27

(34). It has been suggested by Aejmelaeus that these chapters hold a redactional 

layer with interest in false prophecy, parts of which may also be found in chapter 

29(36). She characterizes the technique of this layer as Fortschreibung, that is, it 

picks up expressions from the text and comments on them.173 Since these 

occurrences of rRqRv are rendered in the LXX, it is obvious that such a redaction 

would have taken place before the separation of the textual lines of the MT and 

the LXX Vorlage.

The theme of false prophecy is also found in Deut 18:18–22, which may be 

related to the origin of such a redactional layer in Jer. A few other biblical texts 

show interest in false prophecy as well, employing the word rRqRv. Two texts in 

Zech appear to have similar wording as the texts in Jer:

Zech 10:2 r®qRv …wzDj MyImVswø;qAh◊w – kai« oi˚ ma¿nteiß oJra¿seiß yeudei√ß

Zech 13:3 hDwh◊y MEvV;b D;t√rA;bî;d r®qRv – yeudhv ėla¿lhsaß ėpΔ∆ ojno/mati 
kuri÷ou

The passage 1 Kgs 22 describes the Lord sending a spirit of lies to the prophets:

1 Kgs 22:22 wyDayIb◊n_lD;k yIpV;b r®qRv Aj…wr yItyˆyDh◊w aExEa – Δ∆Exeleu/somai kai« 
e¶somai pneuvma yeude«ß ėn sto/mati pa¿ntwn tw ◊n profhtw ◊n 
aujtouv

1 Kgs 22:23 ÔKyRayIb◊n_lD;k yIpV;b r®qRv Aj…wr hÎwh◊y NAtÎn – e¶dwken ku/rioß 
pneuvma yeude«ß ėn sto/mati pa¿ntwn tw ◊n profhtw ◊n sou

The verses in 1 Kgs are paralleled almost verbatim in 2 Chr 18:21 and 22. The 

translations are also the same.

Closely related to false prophecy are contexts in Jer in which rRqRv is used in 

connection with the verb jfb “to trust.” The text in these cases warns the people 

not to trust in the lying words of the prophets, or blames the prophets for causing 

the people to trust in their lies. Here again, out of five cases, three are translated 

with yeuvdoß or yeudhvß and two with a‡dikoß. For example:

Jer 7:4 r®qRÚvAh yérVbî;d_lRa MRkDl …wjVfVbI;t_lAa – mh\ pepoi÷qate ėfΔ∆ e̊autoi √ß 
ėpi« lo/goiß yeude÷sin

Jer 13:25 r®qDÚvA;b yIjVfVbI;tAw – kai« h¡lpisaß ėpi« yeu/desin

Jer 28:15 r®qDv_lAo hRΩΩzAh MDoDh_tRa D;tVjAfVbIh hD;tAa◊w – kai« pepoiqe÷nai 
ėpoi÷hsaß to\n lao\n touvton ėpΔ∆ aÓdi÷kŵ
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The other two occurrences are found in verses 7:8 and 29(36):31. One is hard 

pressed to find occurrences of rRqRv in a similar context in other LXX books. In 

Hab 2:18, where rRqRv is rendered yeudhv, the word jfb occurs in close proximity, 

but rRqRv rather refers to idols. Is 28:15 uses a related term to jfb, which is the 

noun hsjm, but in relation to bzk, while rqv is used in relation to rts:

Is 28:15 …wn√rD;tVsˆn r®qRÚvAb…w …wnEsVjAm bDzDk …wnVmAc yI;k – ėqh/kamen yeuvdoß th\n 
ėlpi÷da hJmw ◊n kai« tw ◊ˆ yeu/dei skepasqhso/meqa

In Aejmelaeus’ 2006 article on the semantic field of Hope in Ps LXX, she surveys 

the translations of words such as jfb and hsj, not only in Ps LXX, but also in 

MP LXX. In MP LXX, of the five times it occurs, jfb is translated twice by  

ėlpi/zein and three times by pepoiqe/nai. The translations of the verb jfb in Jer 

LXX amount to ėlpi/zein twice and pepoiqe/nai 14 times. One of  Aejmelaeus’ 

conclusions is that MP LXX does not use ėlpi/zein in positive connotations.174 

Though this is also true for the two translations in Jer LXX, the translator uses 

pepoiqe/nai as well with mainly a negative connotation.

Another context in which rRqRv is used in Jer is in texts that condemn 

idolatry. There are four of these in Jer. Two of them, 10:14 and 51(28):17, are 

parallel texts, directly stating that images are false. 3:23 accuses the high places of 

providing a vain hope for the people, and 16:19 prophecies that the nations will 

come to the Lord, confessing that the inheritance of their fathers is falsehood:

Jer 3:23 twøoDb◊…gIm r®qRÚvAl NEkDa – o¡ntwß ei˙ß yeuvdoß h™san oi˚ bounoi«

Jer 16:19 lRbRh …wnyEtwøbSa …wlSjÎn r®qRv_JKAa – ÔWß yeudhv ėkth/santo oi˚ 
pate÷reß hJmw ◊n ei¶dwla

Jer 51(28):17 = 10:14 MD;b Aj…wr_aøl◊w wø;kVsˆn r®qRv yI;k – o¢ti yeudhv       
ėcw¿neusan, oujk e¶stin pneuvma ėn aujtoi √ß

All four of these occurrences are translated as either yeuvdoß or yeudhvß. Hab 

2:18, which was mentioned above, is another text that prescribes rRqRv to idolatry: 

fantasi÷an yeudhv renders r®qDÚv h®rwøm.

Of the remaining 12 instances of rRqRv in Jer, only one is not rendered by 

yeuvdoß or yeudhvß. This one case is Jer 8:8a, translated as ma¿thn:

Jer 8:8 MyîrVpOs r®qRv fEo hDcDo r®qRÚvAl hE…nIh NEkDa – ei˙ß ma¿thn ėgenh/qh 
scoi √noß yeudh\ß grammateuvsin
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As mentioned above, this is the only rendering of rRqRv to use ma¿thn in the LXX. 

A sudden change in vocabulary for a translator such as this seems unlikely, but 

there must be a reason why he did not choose yeuvdoß, yeudhvß, or a‡dikoß. Since 

two instances of rqv occur in such close proximity to each other, the translator 

may have wanted to vary the equivalents. On the other hand, he could have 

thought it inappropriate to expound that the law of the Lord, which is in question, 

has been made into a lie by the scribes.

rRqRv is used to describe the actions of people in various ways in Jer. It 

characterizes their repentance (3:10), their speech (9:4[5]), and their relationships 

towards one another (9:2[3]). rRqRv is also used to depict the actions of the prophets 

and the priests (6:13, 23:14, 23:32b):

Jer 3:10 r®qRvV;b_MIa yI;k [...] yAlEa hDbDv_aøl – oujk ėpestra¿fh pro/ß me 
[...] aÓllΔ∆ ėpi« yeu/dei

Jer 6:13 r®qDÚv hRcOo wø;lU;k NEhO;k_dAo◊w ayIbÎ…nIm…w – aÓpo\ i˚ere÷wß kai« eºwß 
yeudoprofh/tou pa¿nteß ėpoi÷hsan yeudhv

Jer 9:2(3) X®rDaDb …wrVbÎ…g hDn…wmTaRl aøl◊w r®qRv – yeuvdoß kai« ouj pi÷stiß 
ėni÷scusen ėpi« thvß ghvß

Jer 9:4(5) r®qRv_rR;bå;d MDnwøvVl …wdV;mIl – mema¿qhken hJ glw ◊ssa aujtw ◊n 
lalei √n yeudhv

Jer 23:14 r®qRÚvA;b JKølDh◊w – kai« poreuome÷nouß ėn yeu/desi

Jer 23:32b MRhyérVqIvV;b yI;mAo_tRa …woVtÅ¥yÅw – kai« ėpla¿nhsan to\n lao/n mou 
ėn toi √ß yeu/desin aujtw ◊n

In two instances the translator rendered rRqRv as modifying a noun. In the case of 

6:6 the translator mistakenly read rqvh ryIoDh ayIh, or else the LXX has a different 

Vorlage:

Jer 6:6 dåqVpDh ryIoDh ayIh – w° po/liß yeudh/ß

Jer 8:8 MyîrVpOs r®qRv fEo hDcDo r®qRÚvAl hE…nIh NEkDa – ei˙ß ma¿thn ėgenh/qh 
scoi √noß yeudh\ß grammateuvsin

Finally, three occurrences employ rRqRv as an exclamation:

Jer 37(44):14 r®qRv …whÎyVm√rˆy rRmaø¥yÅw – kai« ei•pen Yeuvdoß

Jer 40(47):16 rEbOd hD;tAa r®qRv – yeudhv su\ le÷geiß

Jer 43(50):2 r®qRv …whÎyVm√rˆy_lRa MyîrVmOa Myîd´ΩΩzAh MyIvÎnSaDh_lDk – pa¿nteß oi˚ 
a‡ndreß oi˚ ei¶panteß tw ◊ˆ Ieremia le÷gonteß Yeu/dh
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The last text, 43(50):2, is the only passage in Jer in which Jeremiah is accused of 

prophesying falsely. The MT continues this verse with rE;bådVm hD;tAa. The LXX 

translator, however, does not translate such a phrase, which indicates that this is 

probably a case of a shorter Vorlage.

Syntax of the Translations of rRqRv in Jer LXX
In Jer, rRqRv occurs in various different syntactical phrases. It occurs 15 times as a 

noun in the absolute position. Another 15 occurrences have a preposition attached 

to them, either b, l or lo. Six times rRqRv is employed in the genitive position of a 

construct phrase, and one time the translator translates rRqRv as if it were a 

modifying adjective (6:6). The following examination will not, however, be 

ordered according to the syntactical uses of rRqRv, but rather it will proceed 

according to the syntactical uses of the LXX translations of rRqRv. First, the 

translator’s choice between nouns and adjectives will be examined, followed by a 

discussion of his use of singular and plural forms. Finally, the translations of 

prepositional phrases will be presented, followed by an examination of how the 

definiteness of the word rRqRv is translated in Jer LXX.

The question of whether a translation of rRqRv in Jer LXX is a noun or an 

adjective is only relevant when the translation is a form of yeuvdoß or yeudhvß, 

the reason for this being that a‡dikoß is an adjective and ma¿thn is an adverb. Of 

the 27 occurrences of yeuvdoß or yeudh/ß translating rRqRv in Jer LXX, 12 are of 

the form yeudh, all of which translate absolute forms of rRqRv.175 The 15 other 

instances are easily recognizable as adjectives or nouns, being either the subjects 

of sentences, modifying adjectives, or as a part of a prepositional phrase, for 

example:

Jer 43(50):2 hDwh◊y ÔKSjDlVv aøl rE;bådVm hD;tAa r®qRv – Yeu/dh, oujk 
aÓpe÷steile÷n se ku/rioß

Jer 23:32a r®qRv twømølSj – ėnu/pnia yeudhv

Jer 23:14 r®qRÚvA;b JKølDh◊w – kai« poreuome÷nouß ėn yeu/desi

Jer 7:8 r®qDÚvAh yérVbî;d_lAo MRkDl MyIjVfO;b MR;tAa – uJmei √ß pepoi÷qate ėpi«    
lo/goiß yeude÷sin
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When two or more forms of the noun and adjective are homographs, only the 

accent on the word differentiates between them. The forms of the noun are 

accented on the syllable corresponding to the penultima of the nominative 

singular form yeuvdoß as far as the rules of accent allow, while the forms of the 

adjective are accented on the syllable corresponding to the ultima of the 

nominative singular form yeudh/ß, as far as the rules of accent allow. Therefore, 

in the case of the form yeudh, a noun would be accented yeu¿dh and an adjective 

yeudhv. Reading the unaccented LXX manuscripts, one may find it difficult to 

decide whether yeudh is a noun or an adjective. As a plural noun, the form would 

refer to “lies,” but at the same time a plural adjective would be adverbial:

Jer 9:4(5) r®qRv_rR;bå;d MDnwøvVl …wdV;mIl – mema¿qhken hJ glw ◊ssa aujtw ◊n 

lalei √n yeudh176

Jer 20:6 r®qDÚvA;b MRhDl DtaE;bˆn – ėprofh/teusaß aujtoi √ß yeudh

Jer 27:10(34:8) MyIaV;bˆn MEh r®qRv – yeudh aujtoi« profhteu/ousin

Jer 40(47):16 rEbOd hD;tAa r®qRv_yI;k – o¢ti yeudh su\ le÷geiß

In the case of published editions of the LXX, the editors must decide the proper 

accentuation for each word. Both Alfred Rahlfs, in his edition of the LXX, and 

Ziegler, in his edition of Jer LXX, accentuate all these 12 occurrences of yeudh 

as adjectives.

In the cases where rRqRv is translated yeudh in connection to the verb 

profhteuvw, which comprises 6 of the 12 instances,177 it is highly likely that the 

translator indeed intended the adjectival form. This is because in four similar 

phrases, the corresponding adjectival form a‡dika is employed:

Jer 5:31 r®qRÚvAb_…waV;bˆn MyIayIb◊…nAh – oi˚ profhvtai profhteu/ousin a‡dika

Jer 27:14(34:11) MyIaV;bˆn MEh r®qRv – a‡dika aujtoi« profhteu/ousin

Jer 27:16(34:13) MyIaV;bˆn hD;mEh r®qRv – a‡dika aujtoi« profhteu/ousin

Jer 29(36):9 MyIaV;bˆn MEh r®qRvVb – a‡dika aujtoi« profhteu/ousin

It would seem logical that the translator would also choose the adjective in those 

cases when employing yeudh instead of adika.
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The remaining six cases which translate rRqRv as yeudh are comprised of 

various uses. The translation in 6:13, pa¿nteß ėpoi÷hsan yeudh, naturally seems 

to be an adjective, as the verb denotes action instead of speech. In three cases 

yeudh refers to idolatry, including the parallel texts 10:14 and 51(28):17:

Jer 10:14 = 51(28):17 wø;kVsˆn r®qRv yI;k – o¢ti yeudh ėcw¿neusan

Jer 16:19 lRbRh …wnyEtwøbSa …wlSjÎn r®qRv_JKAa – ÔWß yeudh ėkth/santo oi˚ 
pate÷reß hJmw ◊n ei¶dwla

The translations of 10:14 and 51(28):17 understand wksn as being the plural verb 

form “to cast,” therefore syntactically yeudh could be either the adverbial 

adjective or the noun. Yeudh in 16:19 appears to modify the noun ei¶dwla and is 

therefore likely to be an adjective as well.

The last two instances of yeudh translating rRqRv are objects of the verbs 

lale¿w and le¿gw:

Jer 9:4(5) r®qRv_rR;bå;d – lalei √n yeudh

Jer 40(47):16 rEbOd hD;tAa r®qRv – yeudh su\ le÷geiß

These two instances are the most likely to be classified as nouns instead of 

adjectives. The former accuses the people of teaching their tongues to speak lies, 

while the latter reports the words of Gedaliah, accusing Johanan of speaking lies.

Most of the translations of rRqRv in Jer LXX are in the plural form rather than 

in the singular, despite the fact that only once is rRqRv used in its plural form 

(23:32b). This is true for 21 renderings as yeuvdoß or yeudh¿ß, and four 

renderings as a‡dikoß. In the case of a‡dikoß, the plural and singular forms are 

divided according to whether they are employed with the preposition ėpi÷. The 

singular form is always ėpΔ∆ aÓdi÷kwˆ, translating rqvl or rqv_lo, while the plural 

form is always a‡dika, translating rqvb or plainly rRqRv.178 In the case of yeuvdoß 

and yeudh¿ß it is difficult to recognize any pattern for the use of singular and 

plural forms.

In the cases of construct phrases, where it is rather the construct form that 

determines the number of the noun, the translations mostly adhere to the Vorlage:

Jer 7:4 r®qRÚvAh yérVbî;d_lRa – ėpi« lo/goiß yeude÷sin

Jer 7:8 r®qRÚvAh yérVbî;d_lAo – ėpi« lo/goiß yeude÷sin
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Jer 23:32a r®qRv twømølSj – ėnu/pnia yeudhv

The same is true for the two instances in which the translator renders rRqRv as an 

attributive adjective (6:6 and 8:8b). In another case of a construct phrase, 

however, the number is different from that in the Vorlage:

Jer 14:14b r®qRv NwøzSj – oJra¿seiß yeudei√ß

There is also a case, 23:26, where the translator used a plural form to translate 

r®qDÚvAh yEaV;bˆn, which could also be understood as a singular.

For the majority of the other occurrences translated as plural, which is 21 

renderings of either yeudhv or a‡dika,179 it is likely that the translator mainly 

wanted to convey the adverbial adjective, which is naturally always in the 

accusative plural form. Otherwise, as in the case of a couple of prepositional 

phrases and an exclamation, it would seem that the translator took some liberties 

with regard to the numbering of the rendering:

Jer 5:2 …woEbDÚvˆy r®qRÚvAl NEkDl – dia» touvto oujk ėpi« yeu/desin         
ojmnu/ousin

Jer 13:25 r®qDÚvA;b yIjVfVbI;tAw – kai« h¡lpisaß ėpi« yeu/desin

Jer 23:14 r®qRÚvA;b JKølDh◊w – kai« poreuome÷nouß ėn yeu/desi

Jer 29(36):9 yImVvI;b MRkDl MyIaV;bˆn MEh r®qRvVb yI;k – o¢ti a‡dika aujtoi« 
profhteu/ousin uJmi √n ėpi« tw ◊ˆ ojno/mati÷ mou

Jer 43(50):2 hDwh◊y ÔKSjDlVv aøl (rE;bådVm hD;tAa) r®qRv – Yeu/dh, oujk 
aÓpe÷steile÷n se ku/rioß

In other instances the translator does, however, adhere to the singular form:

Jer 3:10 r®qRvV;b_MIa yI;k – aÓllΔ∆ ėpi« yeu/dei

Jer 3:23 twøoDb◊…gIm r®qRÚvAl NEkDa – o¡ntwß ei˙ß yeuvdoß h™san oi˚ bounoi«

Jer 9:2 X®rDaDb …wrVbÎ…g hDn…wmTaRl aøl◊w r®qRv – yeuvdoß kai« ouj pi÷stiß 
ėni÷scusen ėpi« thvß ghvß

Jer 28(35):15 r®qDv_lAo hRΩΩzAh MDoDh_tRa D;tVjAfVbIh hD;tAa◊w – kai« pepoiqe÷nai 
ėpoi÷hsaß to\n lao\n touvton ėpΔ∆ aÓdi÷kŵ

Jer 37(44):14 Myî;dVcA;kAh_lAo  lEpOn yˆ…nRnyEa r®qRv – Yeuvdoß: oujk ei˙ß tou\ß 
Caldai÷ouß ėgw» feu/gw

The resulting profile of this translator is inconsistent regarding the numbering of 

the nominal renderings of rRqRv.
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rRqRv appears as part of a prepositional phrase 15 times in Jer. Seven 

occurrences have the preposition b prefixed to them, six have l and two have lo. 

These prepositional phrases are presented here. abn is the verb in a prepositional 

phrase five times, once governing l, three times governing b, and one case 

(27:15b[34:12b]) in which the LXX attests a translation for rRqRv in a prepositional 

phrase, but where the MT does not have an equivalent. jfb is accompanied once 

by a prepositional phrase with b and twice with lo. obv occurs with a 

prepositional phrase with l twice. The verbs hot, Klh, and bwv each occur once 

with a prepositional phrase with b. Twice more a prepositional phrase occurs with 

l, once with the verb hco and once without an explicit verb. The chart below 

illustrates the use of rRqRv as a part of prepositional phrases. The columns illustrate 

which preposition is attached to rRqRv and its translation and show the case in 

which the translation occurs. Each row illustrates the predicate of the 

prepositional phrase in question.
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ėpi÷+dat.
l

ėpi÷+dat.
b

ėpi÷+dat.
lo

ėn+dat.
b

ei˙ß+acc.
l

acc.
b

profhteu¿w
abn

2 3

ėlpi÷zw
jfb

1

pei÷qw
jfb

2

ojmnu/w
obv

2

plana¿w
hot

1

poreu¿omai
Klh

1

ėpistre¿fw
bwv

1

gi÷nomai
hco

1

no verb,
present tense 1

Total 888 2 2 3

Δ∆Epi÷ + dative is the most frequent translation for any of the prepositional 

phrases in which rRqRv is used (53%). It renders three prepositions l, b, and lo. Δ∆En 

+ dative translates the preposition b twice, ei˙ß + accusative translates l twice, and 

in three instances b is translated with the accusative case.

The verb jfb is used in connection with rRqRv in a prepositional phrase three 

times. Twice it occurs as a Hif’il form and once as a Qal form. The Qal form, 

which is followed by a prepositional phrase with b, is translated by ėlpi÷zw. The 

Hif’il forms, followed by prepositional phrases with lo, are translated with 

pei÷qw, which translates jfb 17 out of 20 times in Jer LXX:

Jer 13:25 r®qDÚvA;b yIjVfVbI;tAw – kai« h¡lpisaß ėpi« yeu/desin

Jer 28(35):15 r®qDv_lAo hRΩΩzAh MDoDh_tRa D;tVjAfVbIh hD;tAa◊w – kai« pepoiqe÷nai 
ėpoi÷hsaß to\n lao\n touvton ėpΔ∆ aÓdi÷kŵ
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Jer 29(36):31 r®qDv_lAo MRkVtRa jAfVbÅ¥yÅw – kai« pepoiqe÷nai ėpoi÷hsen 
uJma◊ß ėpΔ∆ aÓdi÷koiß

A survey of the use of pei÷qw and ėlpi÷zw in the LXX indicates that both words 

mainly govern the preposition ėpi÷, even to a greater extent when translating jfb. 

In Jer LXX ėpi÷ accompanies pei÷qw in 15 of the 17 occurrences in which it 

governs a preposition. In her discussion of the semantic field of hope in Ps LXX, 

Aejmelaeus points out that in the Greek language, ėpi÷ is acceptable and 

comprehensible in connection to pei÷qw and ėlpi÷zw.180 In these cases the 

translator did not give much regard to the Hebrew prepositions he was translating.

As an object of the verb abn, rRqRv is not usually employed in a prepositional 

phrase. This does, however, occur twice in one verse, both times translating the 

preposition l:

Jer 27:15a(34:12a) r®qDÚvAl yImVvI;b MyIaV;bˆn MEh◊w – kai« profhteu/ousin tw ◊ ̂
ojno/mati÷ mou ėpΔ∆ aÓdi÷kŵ

Jer 27:15b(34:12b) rqvl MRkDl MyIaV;bˆ…nAh MyIaIb◊…nAh◊w – kai« oi˚ profhvtai 
uJmw ◊n oi˚ profhteu/onteß uJmi √n ėpΔ∆ aÓdi÷kŵ

In five of the twelve instances in Jer LXX where profhteu¿w is accompanied by 

the preposition ėpi÷, the prepositional phrase occurs as ėpi« tw ◊ˆ ojno/mati÷ mou. 

These instances also translate rRqRv three times, employing yeudh¿ß or a‡dikoß as 

neuter plurals. 27:15a(34:12a), however, reserves the prepositional phrase to 

render rRqRv, while yImVvI;b is rendered by the dative case alone. This might be due to 

the l prefixed to rRqRv, since the other three instances do not prefix a preposition to 

rRqRv, except 29(36):9, which prefixes b. In the LXX as a whole, profhteu¿w, 

which occurs over 100 times, governs the preposition ėpi« circa 25 times.

Δ∆Epi÷ + dative translates the two times rRqRv is used in connection with the 

verb obv. Both times ėpi÷ translates l:

Jer 5:2 …woEbDÚvˆy r®qRÚvAl NEkDl – dia» touvto oujk ėpi« yeu/desin         
ojmnu/ousin

Jer 7:9 r®qRÚvAl AoEbDÚvIh◊w – kai« ojmnu/ete ėpΔ∆ aÓdi÷kŵ

The preposition ėpi« is not usual with the verb ojmnu/w. They occur in conjunction 

only seven times in the LXX. Four of these translate rqvl: the two passages 

above (Jer 5:2 and 7:9), and Zech 5:4, and Mal 3:5:
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Zech 5:4 r®qDÚvAl yImVvI;b oD;bVvˆ…nAh tyE;b_lRa◊w – kai« ei˙ß to\n oi•kon touv  
ojmnu/ontoß tw ◊ˆ ojno/mati÷ mou ėpi« yeu/dei

Mal 3:5 r®qDÚvAl MyIoD;bVvˆ…nAb…w [...]rEhAmVm dEo yItyIyDh◊w – kai« e¶somai ma¿rtuß 
tacu\ß [...] kai« ėpi« tou\ß ojmnu/ontaß tw ◊ˆ ojno/mati÷ mou ėpi« yeu/dei

Kata¿ or the dative case by itself are much more frequently used with ojmnu/w 

than ėpi«. These two instances in Jer provide evidence of a relationship between 

Jer LXX and MP LXX.

The final use of ėpi÷ + dative to translate rRqRv in a prepositional phrase is Jer 

3:10, in which it translates the preposition b:

Jer 3:10 r®qRvV;b_MIa yI;k [...]yAlEa hDbDv_aøl – oujk ėpestra¿fh pro/ß me 
[...] aÓllΔ∆ ėpi« yeu/dei

Δ∆Epistre÷fw is a frequent word in the LXX, occurring approximately 500 times. 

However, it is seldom used with the preposition ėpi÷.

The two instances translated with ejn + dative both translate rRqRv + b. 

Similarly, the two instances of the preposition ei˙ß both translate rRqRv + l:

Jer 23:14 r®qRÚvA;b JKølDh◊w – kai« poreuome÷nouß ėn yeu/desi

Jer 23:32b MRhyérVqIvV;b yI;mAo_tRa …woVtÅ¥yÅw – kai« ėpla¿nhsan to\n lao/n mou 
ėn toi √ß yeu/desin aujtw ◊n

Jer 3:23 twøoDb◊…gIm r®qRÚvAl NEkDa – o¡ntwß ei˙ß yeuvdoß h™san oi˚ bounoi«

Jer 8:8a hDcDo r®qRÚvAl hE…nIh NEkDa – ei˙ß ma¿thn ėgenh/qh

The translations of the prepositions in these four instances are very natural to the 

LXX. Δ∆En is the most common translation of b, and ei˙ß is the most common 

translation of l in the LXX.

In general, the translator of Jer translates the preposition b fairly 

consistently as ėn, approximately 60% of the occurrences. This consistency in no 

way matches the translations of b when it is prefixed to rRqRv, which is two out of 

seven, roughly 29%. In the case of l prefixed to rRqRv, translated as ei˙ß, the 

percentages are much more congruent. Approximately 25% of the occurrences of 

the preposition l in Jer are translated as ei˙ß, while 33% of the occurrences of l 

prefixed to rRqRv are translated with ei˙ß.

The figures derived from the translations of prepositions prefixed to rRqRv in 

Jer LXX indicate that the translator did not feel obliged to translate the 

prepositions consistently on a word-for-word basis, but rather was willing to 
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consider the whole prepositional phrase and the verb that governs it. Only then 

did he decide which preposition to use. Conditioning factors seem to have 

influenced the translator with regard to prepositional phrases. In the cases 

employing rRqRv, these factors prove mainly to be the proper use of the Greek 

verbs. Also, the example set by MP LXX might also have been an influencing 

factor.

In Jer LXX there are four translations of rRqRv in which the definite article is 

prefixed to it, the first instance being read as rqv instead of dqp by the translator:

Jer 6:6 dåqVpDh ryIoDh ayIh – w° po/liß yeudh/ß

Jer 7:4 r®qRÚvAh yérVbî;d_lRa – ėpi« lo/goiß yeude÷sin

Jer 7:8 r®qDÚvAh yérVbî;d_lAo – ėpi« lo/goiß yeude÷sin

Jer 23:26 r®qDÚvAh yEaV;bˆn MyIaIb◊…nAh – tw ◊n profhtw ◊n tw ◊n       
profhteuo/ntwn yeudhv

The meaning of the hebrew rqvh is debatable. One commentator proposes that it 

literally means “the Lie,” which he interprets to be referring to Baal.181 The Greek 

translations, however, do not give much indication as to how the definite nature of 

rqvh is to be understood in comparison to the indefinite rqv. rRqRv is always 

translated by an indefinite form in Jer LXX, regardless of its equivalent in the 

Vorlage. In a similar manner, over half of the uses of rRqRv in prepositional phrases 

have been vocalized in the MT as being definite in nature. The translations of all 

of these are also indefinite.

Summary
This chapter has presented the various ways in which the translations of rRqRv have 

been used in Jer LXX, both contextually and syntactically. rRqRv occurs mainly in 

the context of false prophecy in Jer, in which capacity it is translated both by 

yeuvdoß or yeudh¿ß and by a‡dikoß. This is the case when the main verb in the 

phrase is either abn or jfb. The same is true in the two instances in which the 

subject is “swearing falsely.” In one case the translation of rRqRv is yeuvdoß and in 

the other it is a‡dikoß. In all the other contexts in which rRqRv is used, the texts 

condemning idolatry, the descriptions of human behavior, and the exclamatory 
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declarations in the latter chapters of Jer, the equivalents yeuvdoß and yeudh¿ß are 

reserved for the translations, except for 8:8a, which is translated ma¿thn. The 

equivalent a‡dikoß is limited to only a few contexts.

With regard to the different syntactical categories in which the translations 

of rRqRv are employed, it is interesting to notice that the translator is not as slavish 

in adhering to the categories used in the Hebrew text. This has been especially 

evident when the number of the equivalents, singular or plural, and the definite or 

indefinite status of the equivalents were examined. Though only one occurrence 

of rRqRv in Jer is in the plural form, most of its equivalents in Jer LXX are plural in 

form. In the cases of the few definite forms of rRqRv in Jer, none are translated as 

definite forms in Jer LXX. Only once is yeuvdoß used with the definite article in 

Jer LXX, when translating Mhyrqvb in 23:32b. Likewise, when a preposition is 

attached to rRqRv in a prepositional phrase, the translator does not feel obliged to 

translate the preposition according to its Hebrew equivalent. Rather, the 

prepositions he uses conform to the Greek verbs he uses in his translation. Only in 

a few instances, such as in the cases of ojmnu/w and ėpistre¿fw, the translator 

employs prepositions that are not used regularly with the verbs. In any case, the 

sampling of the translator’s use of prepositions here is very small, and does not 

permit far reaching conclusions.

The syntactical and contextual uses in which the translations of rRqRv occur 

do not reveal much reason behind the variation between yeuvdoß, yeudh¿ß and 

a‡dikoß. The syntactical categories do not reveal any differentiation between the 

uses of the equivalents. Both equivalents are used in adjectival form, both admit 

variation in singular and plural forms, both are employed with prepositions, and 

the instances of the definite use of rRqRv are so few that they do not permit viable 

conclusions. Only when the translations of rRqRv are analyzed thematically does it 

become apparent that the equivalent a‡dikoß is used only in contexts of false 

prophecy and swearing falsely. Yeuvdoß and yeudh¿ß are also used in these 

contexts, but they are the sole equivalents when rRqRv occurs in any other context, 

except the instance of 8:8a.
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3 Application and Evaluation of Tov’s Translator-
Reviser Theory
Introduction
In this section the distribution of the translations of rRqRv in Jer LXX are described 

in view of Tov’s translator-reviser theory. First, the actual distribution of the 

translations of rRqRv in Jer LXX is presented. Second, the characteristic revisional 

tendencies of Jer-R, as set out by Tov, are considered in light of the distribution of 

the translations of rRqRv in Jer LXX. Each revisional tendency is examined and 

evaluated in turn as a possible reason for the different translation equivalents. 

Finally, some concluding remarks are made on the applicability of the translator-

reviser theory to the translations of rRqRv in Jer LXX.

Distribution of the translations of rRqRv in Jer LXX
Translations of rRqRv occur 37 times in Jer LXX. 25 of these occurrences are in Jer 

a’ and 12 in Jer b’. As mentioned in chapter 2, yeuvdoß and yeudh¿ß render rRqRv 

27 times, a‡dikoß renders rRqRv nine times, and the adverb ma¿thn renders it once. 

The following table illustrates how the translations of rRqRv are distributed 

according to Tov’s division of Jer LXX into Jer a’ and Jer b’:

Translations of 
rRqRv

Jer a’ Jer b’ Total

yeuvdoß / yeudh¿ß 22 5 27

a‡dikoß 2 7 9

ma¿thn 1 - 1

Total 25 12 37

Interestingly, the distribution of the two main translation equivalents of rRqRv 

in Jer LXX, yeuvdoß and yeudh¿ß on the one hand and a‡dikoß on the other, is 

almost divided along the division of Jer a’ and b’. Approximately 80% of the 

occurrences of each of these two equivalents are found in either half of Jer LXX. 

22 out of the 27 renderings derived from yeuvdoß and yeudh¿ß occur in Jer a’.182 
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Jer a’ employs a‡dikoß only twice and math¿n once.183 Seven of nine occurrences 

of a‡dikoß are found in Jer b’.184 Jer b’ has also used yeuvdoß or yeudh/ß in five 

renderings.185 The renderings yeuvdoß and yeudh¿ß are very dominant in Jer a’, 

while Jer b’ seems to employ a more balanced variation between yeuvdoß and 

yeudh¿ß, on the one hand, and a‡dikoß on the other.

Application of the Translator-Reviser Theory to the Translations of 
rRqRv in Jer LXX
Per Tov’s theory, if the OG translations of rRqRv were a subject of revision for Jer-

R, the revision could be characterized by one of five different tendencies: more 

precise renditions, corrections of erroneous renditions, stereotyped (literal) 

replacing non-stereotyped (free) renditions, renditions reflecting the Hebrew more 

consistently, or other changes.186 Of the translations of rRqRv in Jer LXX, Jer-OG, 

which is witnessed in Jer a’, would be considered as mainly employing the 

renditions yeuvdoß and yeudh¿ß, with only sporadic use of the other optional 

renditions, a‡dikoß and ma¿thn. The revision of the OG translations of rRqRv, which 

is found in Jer b’, would be seen as making more use of the rendering a‡dikoß, 

with the use of yeuvdoß and yeudh¿ß toned down in comparison to Jer a’. Each of 

Tov’s proposed tendencies of Jer-R’s revision is considered here as a possible 

motive behind the distribution pattern of the translation equivalents for rRqRv in Jer 

b‘ as compared to Jer a’.

A tendency to revise toward more precise renderings would mean that Jer-R 

was unsatisfied with some of the renditions of Jer OG and replaced them with 

renditions which, to his mind, better conveyed the meaning of the Hebrew. If this 

were the reason behind Jer-R’s increased use of a‡dikoß, then he obviously was 

not satisfied with Jer-OG’s almost pervasive use of yeuvdoß and yeudh¿ß to 

translate rRqRv. Perhaps he saw some occasion in which a‡dikoß conveys the 

meaning of rRqRv better than yeuvdoß or yeudh¿ß.
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The contexts in which yeuvdoß and yeudh¿ß occur in Jer a’ as a rendering of 

rRqRv are varied, and they overlap with the contexts in which the two instances of 

a‡dikoß are found. In Jer a’, a‡dikoß appears once as an object of the verb “to 

prophecy” and once in the context of swearing falsely.187 Yeuvdoß and yeudh¿ß 

are also used in these contexts, once referring to swearing falsely and eight times 

with reference to prophecy. In addition, one occurrence refers to the conduct of 

the prophets (rqvb Klhw 23:14). Three times yeuvdoß and yeudh¿ß are employed 

as modifiers to the verb “to trust,” particularly trusting in prophecy, and four times 

with reference to idolatry. The remaining five occurrences are used in different 

contexts, ranging from repentance to speech and a stylus.188

At first sight, Jer b’ does seem to reveal a more sophisticated distinction 

between its employment of the renderings yeuvdoß, yeudh¿ß, and a‡dikoß. 

However, it is important to notice that rRqRv does not occur in as many different 

contexts in the texts translated in Jer b’ as it does in those translated in Jer a’. 

Prophecy and trust in prophecy again occupy the most occurrences of the 

renderings of rRqRv to be found in Jer b’. ⁄Adikoß is the prevalent equivalent in 

these cases, translating rRqRv seven times, while it is not used in any other context 

in Jer b’.189 Yeuvdoß and yeudh¿ß are three times employed to translate 

exclamations, that is, accusations of lying. Twice, however, they render rRqRv in the 

context of prophecy, including the one instance of the doublet in 27:15(34:12).190

If revision towards more precise renderings is the reason for the pattern of 

distribution among renderings of rRqRv in Jer b’, then one could conclude that Jer-R 

felt that a‡dikoß expresses the meaning of rRqRv in the context of prophecy better 

than yeuvdoß or yeudh¿ß. In such a case, rRqRv, modifying the verb abn, was 

possibly not understood by Jer-R as a straightforward “lie,” such as it is 

understood in the renderings of the exclamations, but rather as something 

“untrue,” or a “wrong” or “false” proposition. This might be a very good reason to 
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distinguish different nuances of the word rRqRv. However, this would not account 

for the two renderings yeudhv (27:10[34:8], 15[12]), in the context of prophecy.

The second revisional tendency of Jer-R identified by Tov is an intention to 

correct OG renditions that Jer-R considered to be erroneous or incorrect. From the 

outset, it is possible to deem this tendency to be a very unlikely motive for Jer-R 

to revise the renditions of rRqRv in Jer-OG. This is simply because yeuvdoß and 

yeudh¿ß are highly attested equivalents of rRqRv in other books of the LXX, and 

very sufficiently match the semantic range of the word rRqRv. Jer b’ also employs 

yeuvdoß and yeudh¿ß as equivalents of rRqRv, and therefore Jer-R was unlikely to 

consider them to be erroneous renderings. Only in the case of the rendering       

ma¿thn in 8:8 could this tendency be considered a viable reason for revision.

Jer-R’s third revisional tendency, according to Tov, is to substitute 

stereotyped, literal renderings for non-stereotyped, free renderings. Here, again, 

ma¿thn is a rendition in Jer a’ that would likely be subject to this type of revision. 

It is a free rendering by all accounts. But neither yeuvdoß and yeudh¿ß nor 

a‡dikoß easily fit the characterization of a non-stereotyped rendering. Of the circa 

120 occurrences of rRqRv in the LXX, approximately 50 are rendered with forms of 

the root yeud-, and approximately 50 with words derived from adik-. In a broad 

perspective, both could be considered stereotypical renderings. However, when 

each separate translation is examined, it becomes obvious that different translators 

preferred different renditions. The translators of Jer a’ and MP mostly translate 

rRqRv with yeuvdoß or yeudh¿ß, whereas the Pentateuch, the deuteronomistic 

history books, Psa, and Jer b’ mainly render it with a‡dikoß. One could consider 

yeuvdoß and yeudh¿ß to be stereotypical renditions for Jer a’ and a‡dikoß 

stereotypical for Jer b’.

Under this characteristic tendency Tov adds a qualifying class: where Jer-R 

finds in Jer OG a Hebrew word translated by two or more Greek words, one being 

stereotyped and the other non-stereotyped, he will employ the stereotyped 

rendering and drop the other rendering.191 In translating rRqRv, Jer a’ indeed uses 

three different equivalents. Jer b’ adopts two of these, yeuvdoß and yeudh¿ß on the 

one hand, and a‡dikoß on the other. Only under this qualifying class could the 
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renderings in Jer b’ be considered a result of this tendency. In any case a ratio of 

5:7 for yeuvdoß and yeudh¿ß compared to a‡dikoß in Jer b’ hardly bestows a 

stereotyped status on either.

Tov’s fourth proposed tendency of Jer-R’s revision is an intention to render 

the Hebrew more consistently. According to this tendency, when Jer-R finds a 

rendering in Jer OG which is used to translate two or more Hebrew words, he will 

employ different Greek equivalents for each Hebrew word, or, if he finds one 

Hebrew word is translated with different equivalents, he will use only one of those 

equivalents. As was the case with the second revisional tendency discussed above, 

it is unlikely that this is the reason for Jer b’s renditions of rRqRv. Jer b’ employs 

both equivalents, yeuvdoß and yeudh¿ß on the one hand, and a‡dikoß on the other, 

to render the one Hebrew word, rRqRv.

Tov’s fifth category of Jer-R’s revisional tendencies contains three examples 

which do not lend themselves to any observable phenomenon that would apply to 

all of them. Each is its separate example, and each has its own explanation. This 

tendency should be considered only after the first four have been ruled 

implausible.

Summary
Of the five characteristic revisional tendencies that Tov ascribes to Jer-R, the 

second, third, and fourth are the least applicable to the distribution of the 

translations of rRqRv in Jer LXX. The fifth tendency, “other changes,” is vague and 

ought not be considered if any of the first four are applicable. After reviewing the 

distribution of the translations of rRqRv in Jer LXX, and after considering each 

suggested revisional tendency, it is possible to conclude that the first tendency, 

revision towards more precise renditions, is a likely cause of the differences in the 

distribution of the renditions between Jer a’ and b’.

Jer a’ employs yeuvdoß and yeudh¿ß as a translation of rRqRv very 

consistently, in 22 of the 25 translations, and utilizes a‡dikoß only twice. The 

contexts in which yeuvdoß and yeudh¿ß are used constitute several different 

themes and subjects, the most prominent being false prophecy. In Jer a’, 

renderings of rRqRv are found on nine occasions in the context of prophecy. Eight of 

these are rendered with yeuvdoß or yeudh¿ß and only one with a‡dikoß. The other 
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occurrence of a‡dikoß appears in the context of swearing falsely. It is expected 

that a similar distribution of the two renderings would have continued in the 

second half of the translation as well.

In Jer b’, however, the ratio of the two renderings is closer to the opposite. 

rRqRv is rendered seven times by a‡dikoß and five times by yeuvdoß or yeudh¿ß. A 

significant observation is the contexts in which the renderings occur. ⁄Adikoß 

occurs only in contexts related to prophecy. Yeuvdoß and yeudh¿ß, on the other 

hand, are employed for the other contexts in which rRqRv occurs, with the exception 

of two instances in which they do refer to prophecy.

4 Conclusions
This study has presented the translations of rRqRv in Jer LXX according to the 

contexts in which they occur and according to the syntactical and grammatical 

forms in which they appear. This has been done in order to evaluate the translator-

reviser theory that Tov has proposed to answer for the lexical differences between 

the two halves of Jer LXX.

Based on the evidence of the translations of rRqRv in Jer LXX, it is reasonable 

to conclude that the distribution of these translations in Jer b’, as compared to Jer 

a’, does support Tov’s proposed translator-reviser theory. In particular, the 

tendency of Jer-R to favor renderings that express the meaning of the Hebrew 

more precisely is applicable to the distribution patterns of the translations of rRqRv 

in Jer a’ and b’. The noted change in the renderings of rRqRv in contexts of 

prophecy, from the prevalent use of yeuvdoß and yeudh¿ß in Jer a’ to the prevalent 

use of a‡dikoß in Jer b’, does suggest influence of two different scribes at work on 

the text. Yeuvdoß and yeudh¿ß are used to translate rRqRv when modifying 

prophecy in chapters 14 and 23, which frequently employ rRqRv to describe the 

prophets Jeremiah is opposing. Why would the same equivalents not have been 

used in the texts against false prophecy in Jer b’ as well, in chapters 27–29(34–

36)? Jer-R’s motive in such a revision could very well be a desire to express his 

understanding of the Hebrew more clearly, preferring to use the term a‡dikoß 

rather than yeuvdoß or yeudh¿ß to convey the meaning of rRqRv when used to refer 

to prophets and prophecy.
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Grammatical form does not seem to provide any conditioning factors for the 

variation in the translations of rRqRv in Jer LXX. The summary of the syntactical 

constructions in which the translations appear, presented above, does not indicate 

any pattern to which the different translations adhere. From Tov’s research, this 

phenomenon is to be expected. None of Jer-R’s characteristic revisional 

tendencies presented by Tov are based on grammatical structures. They are all 

rather concerned with the semantic features of the words.

Regarding the inconsistency pointed out in the translations of rRqRv in Jer b’ 

where consistency was expected, Tov observes the same phenomenon several 

times in his study. He lists several facts that suggest inconsistency in Jer-R’s 

revision. These include free and erroneous equivalents common to both Jer a’ and 

b’, free and inconsistent renditions that are unrevised in Jer b’, and revisions that 

are not thorough, but which leave some words unrevised. This phenomenon is 

also familiar in other early revisions that are not yet characterized by the 

thoroughness of later revisions, such as Aquila, Symmachus, Theodotion, Origen 

and Lucian. This inconsistency does not, therefore, rule out the possibility that the 

translations of rRqRv have indeed been revised in Jer b’.

Despite Jer LXX being classified as one of the more literal translations in 

the LXX, it still contains free and inconsistent renditions, as Tov has pointed out. 

Free aspects of the translation of Jer have also become apparent in this study. The 

equivalent ma/thn is the only time rRqRv is translated in such a way in the LXX. 

The singular forms of rRqRv, which comprise all but one of the occurrences, are 

very seldom translated with an equivalent in the singular form. A reason for this is 

possibly the translator’s desire to portray the meaning as an adverbial adjective, 

which is naturally an accusative plural form, but this would be further evidence 

that the translator did not simply restrict himself to reproducing the form of his 

Vorlage. Also, when the definite article is prefixed to rRqRv, it is never translated 

with a matching definite article. These phenomena reinforce the notion that the 

classifications of literal and free are not absolute, but that they can only refer to a 

certain set of details in the translation. At the same time, another group of details 

can prove to be quite the opposite. The dichotomy between literal and free, which 

has had a large role in discussion on the translation technique of the LXX, can at 
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times be cumbersome, and prove to be more of a burden than an asset. It has the 

potential to restrict the scope of research and affect conclusions in a negative way. 

The significance of tendencies toward free translation, which may be found even 

in the more literal sections of the LXX, should be acknowledged.

Several aspects of the analysis of the renderings of rRqRv in Jer LXX support 

Thackeray’s proposal of affinity between Jer LXX and MP LXX, particularly 

between the translators of Jer a’ and of MP LXX. In both of these texts rRqRv is 

predominantly translated with the terms yeuvdoß and yeudh¿ß: 22 out of 25 

occurrences of rRqRv in Jer a’ and all nine occurrences in MP LXX. It might even 

be plausible to suggest that yeuvdoß and yeudh¿ß are stereotypical equivalents of 

rRqRv in Jer a’ and in MP LXX. The occurrences of rRqRv in both of these texts 

include the contexts of false prophecy and condemnation of idolatry. This 

dominant use yeuvdoß and yeudh¿ß to translate rRqRv distinguishes the two 

translations from all the other books in the LXX, which utilize a‡dikoß more 

heavily as the preferred translation equivalent of rRqRv. Another distinctive feature 

between Jer a’ and MP LXX is the use of the preposition ėpi« in conjunction with 

the verb ojmnu/w. Δ∆Omnu/w governs the preposition ėpi« only seven times in the 

LXX, out of the circa 180 times in which it occurs. Δ∆Omnu/w mainly governs the 

preposition kata¿ or the dative case by itself.

Despite the instances of inconsistencies that Tov has identified in his 

research on Jer-R, his overall conclusion on the bisectioning of Jer LXX remains 

persuasive. His strongest arguments are the distinctive similarities between Jer a’ 

and Jer b’ and the different equivalents that divide them, particularly at the 

juncture point in Jer LXX 29. The translations of rRqRv can in no way be said to 

contradict Tov’s theory, but rather support it in their distribution among the two 

halves of Jer LXX.
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